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It is remarkable that the author of the Acts got the name

of a contemporary king; the name of this historical

character of this Indo-P^Rfhruler brought in with fair

chronological accuracy by an author writing in a far distant

country some two hundred years later. This may be that the

author has received the tradition of St. Thomas' mission

to India which he colored it with his imagination and

merely^'invented the whole thing. Streeter has pointed

out several instances in which Fathers of the second and

third centuries do seem to be relying on apocryphal Acts

eiren though they were kno#n to be apocryphal, and has

drawn attention to the way in which a statement made by

one Father on such authority may be repeated in all good

faith by others and become the received opinion.^ None of

his instances concern Thomas, and in general the references

to this apostle are so slight as to make it very difficult

to judge whence they may have been derived.lt is sure that

some of the Fathers were influenced indirectly by the Actjjs.

Streeter himself says, 1 in the majority of cases

... when $he Fathers quote a "tradition 1

,

1 it is probable

that they not referring directly to the text of Apocryphal

Acts, but % the stories current by the word of the month

1 .

Firth, op.cit.
, p.12.

2 ^Streeter B c Hillman, The Primitive Church ( New ^ork:
The Macmillan Company, 1929), ch.1.

'’ibid.
, p„ 15 .
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India. This further testify by frifyrs who were put to

death in Quilon, north west of Bombay. As to other parts

India
,
he has not visited them and he is not sure of them;

but of South India he is an eye witness.

Native Tradition of Thomas

There are some local traditions existing beside

the -^dessian and Alexanderian traditions. These traditions

claimed to b
v
^.e independent but it is not possible to

prove that how far they are independent becuase of the

datings of these sources have not been established. These

sources contain many written, unwritten sonjs, oral and

written traditions connected with families, churches and

places.

Songs. There are two written son^s about the tradition of

fate homas and his preaching in India. ' Thomas Rabban

Patter' ( song) and ' Marram Kali Patter' ( The song of

the way ) . The Thomas Rabban Patter is a better representatioi

than all other accounts. Thomas the apostle coming from

Arabia, landed in Maliankara in the year 50 A.D. in the

month of Dhanu ( December-January) . After a short stay

there he proceeded to Malianpuram and °hina. Coming to

Mailapuram port he sailed to Maliankara, being invited

^
1 Tisserant, op. cit. ,pp.20-20.

Podipara J. Placid, The Thomas Christians ( London:
Darton, Longman & Todd, Ltd. ,1970) , p.20.
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by the king Teruvanchikulam and founded seven churches,

fhis poem further describes that he was asked i>y Brahmins

to join them in their sacrifice to Kali. But he with sign

of cross destroyed the temple and Brahmins in their fury

pierced him with a lance. This traditionAwith other tradi-

tions, with little difference. In 1523 the

Protugese opened the tomb of St. Thomas and found in it a

vassel containing earth, fragments of a skull and a few

bones with the iron head of a lance. The local/^ offer a

striking similarity with the Edessian tradition. The

Eddessian tradition says that the relics of the Apostle

was removed from India to Edessa. When Protugese excavated

the tomb, they only found a lance and few bones. The

Rabban song and the archeological finding corroborate

strikingly and in the face of these archeological findings

it is hard to deny the tradition of St. Thomas.

Theoral Tradition

It is very hard to convince the Thomas Christians

that St. Thomas was never in their midst. The educated

among them may listen to the arguments with patience but

not without their final protest. To historian or travellers

they point out with their finders the places where St.

1 Ibidc, pp o 20-23

.

^Ibid.
, pp. 24-25.
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Taxila Tradition

There is a tradition existing in the Christians

of Taxila that St. Thomas came to Taxila and stayed for

sometime in Taxila. This tradition tells as well about

the convertion of people to Christian Faith.The Christians

of Taxila celebrate a feast in the commemoration of st.

Thomas in the month of June. The Christians of -^axila

pointed to a humped place in the ruins of Taxila as

Thomas' house, it is not sure whether this tradition is

influenced by tne Acts or it exists independently. The

Christians of that place believe very strongly that St

.

Thomas did visit Taxila and afterwards he left for other

place. This tradition can be confirmed by the Acts, wnere

it is given that St. Thomas after staying in the kingdom

of Gundaphorus, he left for other kingdom. It is further

testify by Gundaphorus as historical character who was

the ruler of Punjab
}
and Taxila being his capital. This

is a oral tradition which handed down through ages. I t

caribe suggested that when the Kushans invaded Punjab,

and the Parthian rulers were driven out by them; at

that time St. Thomas left- Taxila. The Acts itself

describes two journey taken by ^t. Thomas: one to

Gundaphorus kingdom and second to Mazdai's k-.ngdom.

4a . rn

This illustrates St'. Thomas ^^/'7
iff to taxila and

later he took another journey to Mazdai's court.

The writer has heard this tradition from the taxila Christians.



Chapter Two

The Pre-Portuguese and Portuguese Period

The knowledge about first five or six centuries

of Church existence in India is quite vague. There is

very little information recorded about the existence of

chirstian communities in India. The Christian communities

lived as tolerated minority. The antagonism prevailed with

the rise of Islam in seventh' century. The prophet

Muhammad made his departure from Mecca to Medina in the

year 622 A.D.,and within t*b hundred years his followers

had made themselves the masters on the land and sea.

India came under the rule of muslim rulers and the position

of Christianity got worsened. The Middle Ages were the

time of eruption and movement among the Turkish and the

Mongolians peoples of Central Asia; hordes of them

migrated eastward, southward and westwards conquering and

devastating. The Turks accepted Islam and the Mongols

wavered betweem Islam and Christianity but they turned

to Islam. Raja Timur carried out bloodthristy compaigns

of devastation in China and Central Asia and Christianity

was utterly wiped out of these areas? Morth India suffered

a fearful invasion by Timur in 4398, and the Christian

communities which came in his way were destroyed,, The



Christum riry in that period became an insignificant

communities in few places such as Malabar. Because of war,

persecution and demoralization under Mu^tlim rule the

Christ canity became a nsDman± precarious remnant.

From the late thirteenth century onwards the

emissaries fron the Western European Chruch and European

travellers began to appear in Indira. The growth of the

Mongol power alarmed the leaders of the west and the Popes

of the Rome took the initiative to make some contacts

with the Mongols. The embassies to Mongol Khans were sent;

some political and some religious', concerned to spread the
o

Gospel 9 and some Friars were sent to Mongol Khans. Some

of them passed through India and brought back to Europe

the tales about what they had seen. New life came into

the missionary efforts with the foundation of the Francis-

can and the Dominican Orders in the first half of the

thirteenth century and this guided a new missionary

enterprise in the eastern countries? In 1252 Pope Innocent

IV founded a Society of Wayfarer fcr Christ. They had

need of all their faith and spirit of renunciation on

their long and most ardous journeys from Europe into the

Browne
,
L.E.

, The Eclipse of Christianity in Asia (London
C.U.P., 1933), ch.111
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Christianity in that period became an insignificant

communities in few places such as Malabar. Because of war,

persecution and demoralization under Mustlim rule the

Christianity became a r&srcssnct precarious remnant.^

From the late thirteenth century onwards the

emissaries from the Western European Chruch and European

travellers began to appear in India. The growth of the

Mongol power alarmed the leaders of the west and the Popes

of the Rome took the initiative to make some contacts

with the Mongols. The embassies to Mongol Khans were sent;

some political and some religious', concerned to spread the

Gospel* and some Friars were sent to Mongol Khans .
2

Some

of them passed through India and brought back to Europe

the tales about what they had seen. New life came into

the missionary efforts with the foundation of the Francis-

can and the Dominican. Orders in the first half of the

thirteenth century and this guided a new missionary

enterprise in the eastern countriies^ In 1252 Pope Innocent

IV founded a Society of Wayfarer fcr Christ. They had

need of all their faith and spirit of renunciation on

their long and most ardous journeys from Europe into the

Browne, L.E.
,
The Eclipse of Christianity in Asia (London:

C.U.P., 1953) »
ch.111

)

'Dawson, C., The Mongol Mission ( New Tork: Sheed And Ward,
1955 ), pp« 219-224

’Stephen, Neill., The Story of Christian Church in India
and Pakistan (Madras: C#L . S .

,

1970 )

,

p.22
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heart of Asi.a and furtherest parts of China. John of

Monte Corvino, a Franciscan who had already some experience

of Asia, was sent by Pope Nicholas IV ih 1289 with letters

to several of the chief Mongols. Corvino in his letter

says that he remained in India wherein^ stands the church

/tv

of St. Thomas, for thirteen months and^that place and

2
other places he baptized about one hundred persons .Another

mission of Priars came to India in 1321. This consisted of

four Franciscans, Thomas of Tolentino, James of Padua,

Peter of Siene and Demitt ius of Tiflis. These four were

traveling to China as reinforcement for the promising

mission that Carvino had started; but they never reached

China and instead became martyrs in India. With them

came a Dominican Friar, a Frenchman called Jourdain

Catalani de Severac ,
who seemed to have sent to work in

India. They landed at Thana near Bombay harbour, where

4
they found some Christians who received them kindly.

Jourdin left the four Franciscan, to northwards on the

mainland towards Broach. In his absence the four Friars

were killed by the munlims. He returned after a week

and was allowed to temove- the remains of the martyrs

^Dawson, op. cit. pp. 233-237»

2 Ibid., pp. 224-237

^Tisserant, op. cit., 19-22

4
Ibid,
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to a place which he called Sefa, where th^-re was church

and he buried them. Jordon continued his work for two

and a half years, enduring much privation and presecution

but baptizing many persons. - . After his

return to Europe, he reported on his mission in India and

state of Christianity there. Pspe John XXII
,
consecrated

him Bishop of Quiloai and he set again for India in 1330.

Jordon claimed that he and his helpers have baptized ten

thousand or more. He was confident , given two or three

hundred friars, v/ho could preach faithfully and fervently

2
the Catholic faith, as many might be baptized every year.

John de Marignole arrived in Quilon on Palm Sunday and

stayed there for a year and four months. Marignoli found
U

there a church of Latin rites. Here^dwelt during his stay

and preached the Gospel^ Marignoli erected' the memorial

pillar near the church and after fourteen months of stay

left this city. Marignoli seems to be the last of the

friars to visit India before the coming of Portuguese.

Nicolas de Conti visited India several times b tween 1415

and 1438. ^e said that tk.ere were thousands of Christians

at Ftylapore and all over the other parts of India. Conti

is the last traveller to leave any account of Christianity

Stephen, op. cit., p.24

2 '

Ogilvie , J.N.
,
The Apostles of India ( London rnodder &

Stouhton ,1915) , pp. 68-70

-'’ibid.

^?irth, on. cit. p. 42.



J Dei0re the a*™1 of the Portuguese. The church
m indie continued to exist and mainta,W itself

; against
the vicissitude and all tendencies to syncretism and
absorption until at last Europe found its way to India.
The Portuguese

voyages of discovery undertaken by

of western Europe, whifch led to the

empires in Africa and Asia. The pio

were the Spain and Portugal and the

find a route for trade with pepper

event in the history of India was

the Mogul, who made himself the mas-

The Moguls brought unity to India. r

of other faiths and did thair

auto

and missionary

Muslims had been in control of the

wholly cut from Asia and the East
Europe wa
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1 3 church trade routes both land and sea were controled by muslims

J
against and Europe had no direct access to the Spices and other

I and treasures of Asia. The European powers attempt to cir-

1 India. cumveftt' the muslims
7

power and to find new route lying

outside muslim control. The Portuguese after many voyages

I is famous succeeded, in rounding the Cape of the Good Hope and

I eat began to sail up to the east coast of Africa, and at lenght

I ations in 1498 Vasco da Gama guided by an Arab pilot reached

I olonial India and lande-d at Calicut? The lon^-sought goal was

I enterprise attainted, ^asco da Gama sailed back to Portugal and that

e was to route was known, fresh and larger fleets made the voyage

r importan to India every year. The new era in the history of Indian

f Bubar, church began with the coming of the Portugu^-o^. The major

at India. object was trade and trading station were established
west

e tolerant along the/coast and the Portuguese influence grew steadily.

ae welfare They did not have a desire of founding a great empire,

: auto- what they required was possession of small number of

ole well strong points, based on v/hich their fleets could chase the

•vas this muslims off the seas and their trade could open up

issionarie, commerce with the hinterland© This, however, was not

accpmplished without violence and strife. Massacres took
as and

old Wallbank T. Walter, A Short History of India and Pakistan
(New York: Mentor Book, 1958), pp. 54-55

2
Stephen, op. cit. pp. 30-31
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place and were folloused by reprisal, with a result that

a bitter enmity grew between Portuguese and Muslims. In

"1 510 Albuquerque, the secopd governer, feaptured Goa and I

adjoining territory from the sultan of Bijapur”] Goa
I

became the center of administration and capit al of all

Portuguese settlement in Asia. Though it was the hope of

gain that brought Portuguese to India but along with this

was the purpose to promote the spread of Christianity

among those who came under their rule. Popes granted them

rights of dominion and commerial momopoly in the new

acquired territor/es. Goa soon emerged as a city of great

palaces and churches, and several of Roman Catholic Order I

were represented in its convents. The idolatry must be

stopped in the territories held by the Christian kings

and idoltrous worship should not be tolerated in those

territories. Albuquerque encouraged and invited his men

for mixed marriages between Portuguese and Indian women.

Large number of it took place, the women being first

baptized, thus a large Indo—Portuguese population grew

up in Portuguese stations?

^ Ibid.

2
Riencourt de. Amaury, The Soul of India ( New York:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers ,1960) , pp. 187-188

3Christianity in India . ed.Perumalil .11. C. ,
(India: Prakasam

Publications ,1972) , p. 47.
C
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The Portuguese Padroado

By the series of papal Bulls issued in the fifteenth

and the sixteenth centuries the Portuguese crown was

entrusted th obligation to maintain stond. and equip

ch ches and missions, what came to be called Padroado.

The crown was granted certain eccelesistioal revenues

within Portugal and the right to purpose candidates to

papacy for the sees and eccelesiostical benefices.in

Africa and Asia. Such a concession hinged on the condition

that the crown would assume responsibility for providing

good missionaries and the appropiate financial support

for the religious establishment and activities in the

A
territories acquired by conquest 0 Several of the fifteenth

century Popes granted them rights of dominion and

commerial monopoly in the newly acquired territories. The

problem soon arose between Portugal and Spain on power

and boundaries between their respective spheres of

influence. Thus power-conflict between Portugal and Spain

impeded the work of the missionaries. In 1495 Pope

Alexander VI, to settle the rivalry between them, set a

boundary of power and influence in the lands already

acquired and yet to be discovered. Along with this enact-

ment went a command to 6painish and Portuguese kings

^ Catholic Encyclopedia, XXII ( New York: 1911 ) ,pp*488-92.
Irakas am

^Kidd, op. cit. pp. 225-22S®
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to send to the said lands and islands good men who fear
God and are learned, expert and skilled, to instruct the
inhabitant^ in the Catholic Faith and good morals

.... and there is good hone that, if they are taught, the

priests and friars for mission work. When Vasco da aama
landed in 1498 at Calicut, Pedro de Covilham, a friar,

disembarked with him c Though nothing is known about his^or
how he died, Covilham inaugurated the modern phase of

Christian missionary activities in the India? Cabral's

fleet of 1500 carried a vicar, eight secular priests and

eight friars (franciscan). Shortly after the arrival at

Calicut, the -friars converted a reputed Brahman and some

leading . M-ayars. These success^rjalarmed the Moors of Calicut

and convinced the Zomorin that the Portuguese missionaries
were advanced agents of conquering army. The clash ensued
between Cabral and Zomorin, in which three friars died
and Father Henrique Alvaro of Coimbra was wounded?

•

"'ibid.
I

2
Lach F. Donald, Asia in the Making of Europe . Bk 1 ,V0 1.1
(Chicago: U.C.P., 1965), p.331.
3Lach, loc • cit.

name of Our Lord ahd Savior Jesus Christ will be confessed
among themlj"

1 *

container — sanurs ana soldiers and merchant s

confessed
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As early as 1512 one of these friars, Luis do Salvador,

preached at Vijayanagar and has martyred there. The

Portuguese after their clash with Zomorin sailed to

Cochin. Thus in Cochin and southern Malabar the Fracis-

cans were permitted to carry on the work of John

Marignoly . Along with organizing of administration in

Goa went the building of the church*,, and convents and

charitable institutions. In 153^ Goa was made the seat

of a Portuguese bishop and who became the head of the

. 2
eccelesiastical organization in India c

The Franciscans took great interest in the Christians

of St. Thomas who were living on the shores of Malabar,

Quilon and Travancore. The Christians of St. Thomas were

alas interested in Portuguese because of economic and

social privillGcges aside from religious ties c They were

charged with supervising the weights and keeping the seal

of the city e Portuguese recognized their valme and co-

operation in spice trade and in negotiating with local

rulers^ But the conflict developed very early when the

Portuguese tried to Latinize their religions rite whereas

the St. Thomas Christians wanted to retain Chaldean rites.

I Ieorsman , A. ,
The Friars Minor in India ( Karachi: Rotti

Press, 19^3) ,
pp.20-22 c

o
Penuipalil, op. cit. pp®50-51

^Tisserant, op c cit. pp 0 30-31

•

^Rogers, Francis, The Quest for Eastern Christians « travel

and Rumors in the ^ge of discovery 0 (Minneapolis ,
1962) .pp .15-17*



The Franciscans continued concentrating on °t. ^homas

Chrisit tans to win them to Latin rites. They were so much

involved in this imterest that they did not pay attention'

of spreading the Gospel to other places, and people.

They generally worked at the ports where Portuguese

exercise control or had significant influence. They had

in mind that there obligation to spread G0spel/^only in
A

the Portuguese territories.

In 1502 thirteenth more i?ranciscans disembarked

in Malabar and following year brought five Dominicans

under the leadership of Domingo de Sousa and shortly after?

that the Portuguese built a wooden church at Cochin

the first in India over which the Dominicans assumed
p

pastoral care. King Manuel in 1514- sent an embassy to

Rome, determined^: in the same year to regularize the

religious and ministration of the East. By the Bull of
I

1500, Pope Alexander VI had granted to the Portuguese

crown the power to name an Apostolic Commisary for India,

who should possess all the powers of a bishop's office.

After capturing Goa, Albuquerque re-enunciated the

religious and social policies of the Portuguese crown

within the Padroado: relentless war against the mus liras

—
Stephen, Neill., Colonialism and Christian fissions (New 1

McGraw- Hill Publishing Co., 1966), p. 73
o
Bach, op. cit. p.232
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and toleration against the heathens. The vicar-general

with Albuquerque were responsible for inaugurating the

policy in Cochin and C0 a of encouraging and subsidizing

marriages between native women and the Portuguese. Most

of the marriages contracted were between commop Por-

tuguese and low-caste natives and high caste Hindus

were very critical of this policy] '^he marriages of

Portuguese with low-caste women, had the effect of lowering

all Christians in the eyes of the higher castes.And

Portuguese irresponsible conduct brought disrepute to

Chrisitanity. This kept the high caste Hindus away from

Christian faith and the missionaries were unable to

convert great number of Brahmans to Christianity. Never-

theless, this Indo-Portuguese population in Goa ulti-

mately provided a solid foundation for the extention of

Christianity in India.

The Dominican and the secular devoted their time

in caring for the Christians communities under Portuguese

control and their families. The Franciscans concentrated

on proselytizing the St. 1homas Christians. Jis the Christian

responsibilites spread in* India and as Goa increasingly

became Christian, it was necessary once again, to adjust

1Neill, op. cit. p.32
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the eccelesiastical organization to meet the new conditions!

In 1530 Goa officailly became the viceregal capital; >

four years later Pope Paul 111 form ally elevated it to

the status of an episcopal see, suffragan to Funchal?
Host of the missionaries up to this time were Franciscans
with some Dorn ini cans. But the work of Christianization was

carried on under the auspices of government and church.
According to the policy, the temples amd mosques were

destroyed and public worship of Hindus and Muslims was

forbidaen in the Portuguese settlements. Only Christians
could hold public offices and enjoyed the same privileges J

of the of Portuguese? Most of the menial post would be j

given to the neophytes and orphanes? This economic incen- .

tive attracted the low-caste people to Christianity. The

conversion was mostly of economic ^ain rather than

spiritual thrist. “any converts were made by the prospects
of coming under the protection of powerful foriegners,

was a strong inducement to them. A conspicuous example
is, conversion of Paravans - political prospects - i

a caste of pearl-fishers on the south east coast of India .

The Paravans were enslaved by the muslims and they

H-

Heersman, op. cit. p .100
5

j

Perumalil, op. cit. p. 51
Ferroli

,
D. ,_£hg

i

Jesuits in Malabar . 11
T
f Bangal n-nn • C.L.G

1955), 379-331
’

Heras
’
H *» -The Conversion Policy of Jesuits in I„dia

( Bombay :C.T.S.I.
, 1933 ), pp. 57-58
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wanted to regain their control over the pearl-fishery

trade. They desired to come under the protection of the

Portuguese so that v/ill overthrow the control of the

Muslims. The Paravans folk were persuaded to ask for

baptism by poinf^ut the advantages of coming under the

Pottuguese protection? Their leader having agreed, some

Friars and priests were sent’ from Cochin between 1535 and

1537 and practically the whole caste was baptized, about

20,000 souls. They were then left without any Christian

mtstruction or discipline, except that a few boys were
taken to schools at Goa; and then their hope of protection
was actualized. The Portuguese admiral attacked and defeated
the fleets of Arabs and the Paravans regained their power?

The Franciscans miade large number of converts; an-d
with financial aid from the crown, founded a number of

convents, churches, hospitals, and schools and seminaries.
It is only in 1538 that polices were made to recruitment
and training of native Christians but a small number. In

15^1 Faster Diego de Borba founded a college of Holy Faith
m Goa as training center for the native Christians? At
about the same time Friar Vincente de Lagos established

Ferr-oli, op. cit. pp.140-4-2

Brodrick,J. ,5.J. Saint Francis Xavier ( London: Burns Oates,
1952), pp. 122-123

3Lach, op. cit. p.237
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a seminary at Cranganore whose studentbody came to include

one hundred boys from the most aristocratic families of

St. Thomas Christians.

While the missionaries made converts and built

schobis, the Portuguese state with the conjunction of

church began to lay down a harsher policy in India. To

European statesmen of sixteenth century, religious

uniformity was normally deemed^ an essential prerequisite

for political stability and unity.The presence of muslims

and heathens within the body politics of Portuguese India

could be viewed in Lisbon and Goa as a threat, actual and

potential, to effective governing and internal, peace.

War against the muslims was generally considered to be

"holy" and was looked upon by the Portuguese as a con-

tinuation in India of the struggle in Europe and Africa

agdinst the Moors. The problem ,of heathens who persisted

in their way of life was difficult to resolve. Albuquerque

has pursued a policy of friendship and toleration towards

heathens; but this mild plicy had failed to produce the

2
desired religious uniformity.

The situation in 15^0 was that the Portuguese had

established themselfes firmly on the west coast with their

^Heersman, op. cit. pp. 68-7^-

o
Lachj loc. cit.



sang the catechism to a popular tones in public places;

they admitted heathens and muslims to <^ttend mass; through

the pupils ^/ho studied, in the Jesuit schools, heathens

relatives and friends received knowledge of christianity e

Much more exciting prospects seemed to open up before

the Jesuits with the invitation of- Great Mogul emperor,

Akbar Khan, to his court,

W- 1 * Akbar, the flreat Mogul draperor who came to throne
j

in 1556 and ruled till 1605, was a man of great intelligence

and considerable interest in religion. Akbar was sincerely I

interested in religion and was disturbed by the divisive

effects that it tended to have on his subjects. He was

sorrounded by muslims of various sects, Brahmans ,Parsees

;

and Jews, apparently felt, that political stability in

an expanding empire was almost impossible to obtain and

maintain inthe face of deep religious divisions.
*

He became dissatisfied with Islamic faith in which

j

he was brought up andhaving heard about of the Jesuit

priests in Goa, he asked that a mission might be sent
j

to his court. The invitation was accepted and three Jesuits!

were sent to his court at Fatihpur Sik_ri. Akbar received
(

them with great kindness and honor. They were allowed to

Lach, op. cit. p.275

’Ibid.



furnish a chapel for Christian worship and to teach without

restrictions. Fr. Monserj/ate was made tutor to emperor's

second son Murad. Akbar himdelf had frequent conversations

with them, on religious topics; he appeared to welcome

their teaching. He arranged for public debate' between

the Jesuits and muslims teachers; took pleasure in

listening to their religious discussions. Missionaries

were free to preach and make conversions, but they prefered

to stay close to Akbar and spend their time in teaching

Portuguese to his son. The Jesuits concentrated on Akbar

with the hope that he may be converted and that will

lead to landslide conversion; did not work out of the

court, in the mogul populace. Pinheiro was the first of

the Jesuits to turn his attention to the mogul populace

and generally remained in Lahore with his church and

'i ...
congregation. Very little is recorded about his mission

in Lahore and his congregation.

At first the hopes of the Jesuits ran high, but

they were acting under misapprehension. Akbar was turning

tov/ards his own electic religion, the Din Illahi, a

synthetic faith which was intended to bring all the

subjects of the Mogul empire into unity. At the end of

1 Ibid., p.277
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three years the Jesuits got frustrated and retur’ ed to

Goa. The second mission, wcus sent in 1590 and the third

mission in 1559. The third mission was leaded by Jerome

Xavier, the nephew of Francis Xavier, highly skilled

disputant; he was at the court of grat Mogul Emperor

almost continuously from1595 till 1615 oirvi be became

a personal friend of Akbar. But christiafl/iy did not

progress in the royal family or the nobles as it was

expected by the Jesuits. The converts of any kjnd were

very few. In 1601 Akbar made it legally possible for his

subjects to accept the Christian faith. His successor

Jehangir was exceedingly friendly with Jesuits and he

permitted three of his nephews' to be instructed and

baptized. The influence of the Jesuits on the ladies of

the royal family was considerable and this was the high

point of mission; Jehangir died in 1627 and his successors

were fanatic mi/slims. In this period the Jesuits became

Chaplains to the krmenian and other christains about the

court and the hope of any kind of extensile conversion

of Hindus and Muslims died away. The result would have

been different, if the Jesuits had given more attention

to the Mogul populace.

^ Firth
,

op. cit. p.108
2
Neill, op. cit. p.4-1

3^Barnes G. Lemuel, Two thousand ^ears of Missions before

Garev ( Philadelphia: The American Baptist Publication
Society, 1900) , p.98
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* -lN the early days of Mogul mission the Jesuits

concentrated onjthe royal family and their efforts largely

on converting the King. Actual conversion from the high

class were rare but fair number of converts were made fro^

the lower classes both of Hindus and Muslims. The Jesuit

started working in Delhi in 1650, after emperor Shahjahan

had moved his capital to the new city, called ^hahjan-

anabad. At that time there were 120 Christians in the

A
city. During the time of Aurangzeb, the Jesuits had to

v/ork with much caution and secrecy, but by the end of the

seventeenth century the size of the -^elhi congregation has

p
grown to 500 and two small churches had been built.

Christians along with the other residents of Delhi , suffered

heavily when the city was sacked by the army of ^adir

Shah in 1739. Both of the churches were destroyed arCd the

congregation scattered. Work was resumed shortly afterwards

but again was disrupted when the Jesuits were banished

from the Portuguese dominion. In 1783* there was hardly

. . . 5
any church and congregation found m that vicinity.

The Madura Mission

The sixteenth century in India had been a time

of ups and downs for Roman Catholic missions; the seventeenth

A
Hayward E. V/. , Victor

,
The Church As Christian Community

(London: Lutter-worth Press, 1966), 18-19

^Ibid.

^Ibid.
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was to be distinguished by one
;\
the most remarkable

undertaking in the whole of history of Christian Chruch.

In 1606~ an Italian Jesuit, Robert de Nobili after a short

stay at Fisher Coast, arrived in the great city of Madura,

the center of Tamil culture in South India, and his

missionary work there is known as Madura mission. Before

he arrived at Muclura, there was laready a mission statiojj

there under the charge of Portuguese Jesuits Fr. Fernandez.

He had been there since 1595* ministering to occasional

Potuguese traders and Christian immigrants from Fisher

Coast. These people were not belonging to Mddura itself

but immigrants. He was useful as an intermediary in

Portuguese business and- he was protected by the King.

He ran an elementary school under a Hindu master, and a

small dispensary; but as an evangelist he was a failure

and had not been able to make any impression on the people

2
of Madura. Father Fernandez followed the method familiar

to him of Goa, of turning the converts as nearly as nossible

into tirfo^uese • The higher indians caste has invincible

repugnance for the manners and customs of the Portuguese

and this close association of the faith with Portugu^s e

customs made it practically impossible for any man of

1 Q fa/c\

Neill, Col

2 Firth, op. cit. 108-109
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standing or respectable position to con ider of becoming

Christian, Nobili was distre9sed to find that Portuguese

method of Europeanizing all converts had made Christianity

so detestable in the eyes of all respectable Hindus that

the conversion of even a caste man was hardly to be expected,

Nobili decided to change this approach of Portugal izing

of converts. This was the first step taken by Eurppean

missionary towards contextualization of the Christian

Paith, In order to win the high caste Hindus, Christianity

had to inculturate and
>
for this Nobili had to become an

Indian rather than standing outside of the situation and

culture of the country and expecting the people of the

land to change their culture and its values. He recognized
*

the need of recognijr/^the culture prevalent in the Indian

society* and w / thout recognition of the culture and its

values Christianity can never penetrate in the people of

the land, Nobili accepted th:e Indian culture and its

caste system and became one with the Situation and with

the people. He separated himself from the Portuguese

missionaries and their methods and appraocheS. having

determined to make himself &71 Indian, in-order that he

might win the high caste Hindus
,
he adopted the dress

of the nindus and the sacred thread of a Brahman, a sign
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of twice born Brahman
1
. He made a careful study of the

Brahman's custbms, practices and prejudices, abandoned

everything that could offend them, such as eating of the

meat and wearing of leather shoes. He eVen mastered the

classical Tamil, Talugu and Sa7|skirit. He is believed to

be the first European scholar of ancient classical Indam

languages. He conformed strictly to the social require-

ment of the caste, living the life of rigid, ascetic

Brahman devotee but inculcating christinaity.
2 He kept

himself ceremonially pure against defilement by untouchables

and engaged in a long vigils and other austerities. It takes

great measure of sacrifices in adopting a life of ^annyasi

Guru in that climate. He became vegeterian, using wooden

sandals and wearing a rope of Hindu holyman. Following

these methods he was able to convert numerous H,ndus

3
from the higher caste.

Nobili's methods and approach was at once crowned

with great success. Hie news of this new teacher spread in

the town and interest of the people arouse in his teaching.

In February 7607 he was able to begin instructing a group

of young men. *is method was to hold public discussions

on religious subjects, rival teaching of Hinduism and

Christianity. The scholastic method of argument recast

^Robinson, o$. cit., p.75

^Barnes, or>. cit., p. 95

^Aberlay, op. cit*,* P* ^3
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ian form^ with, apt illustrations from the Indian

classics, proved remarkably convincing, and within a year

he was able to baptize ten high caste Hindus^ As far as

possible fsj obili allowed his converts to retain their

old way of life, and he did not Portugalized them. Neither

he segregated them from their families, relatives and

community but let them live with them so that they can

be influence to others. Unlike Portuguese approach that

after conversion, they will transfer the coY\verf
i ’i / .

to the mission houses for further Portugalization. Nobili

allowed to ^<_eep the kudumi
,
the tuft of hair which the

Portuguese missionaries had ordered their converts to cut

off.
IJ

-‘hey might continue wearing sacred thread, the sign

of "twice caste, though this was to be slightly different

from that worn by Hindus, and was to be put on with the

Christian prayers and not with Hindu ceremonies. The^

could continue wearing their native Indian dress rather

than Portuguese dress which was given to every convert

by the Portuguese missionaries. On the contrary, Nobili

did not Europeanize his convert but let them live like

an Indian with all their -social and cultural values.

His ti-i method of accom^ation was sanctioned by a Papal

A
Ferroli, op. cit., p .350
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Bull in 1623 which declared that " out of compassion

for human weakness
,
Nobili converts are permitted to

retain the plait of hair, the Brahmanical thread, the

sandalwood sign on the forehead and the customary ablution

II A

of their caste. Nobili believed and thought explicitly
-ft

that, when a man become chr /.stjoti, he need not^leave his

caste or station in life; for he was persuaded that caste

was a social custom parallel to distinctions of class and

rank in Europe, and an inevitable feature of the Indian

way of life - just as the Apostles treated the institution

of slavery as an inevitable feature of life in the Roman

Empire, and did not appose it outrageously. Nobili wrote

in one his letters:

"By becoming Christian one does not renounce his

caste, nobility or usages. The idea that Christ-

ianity interfers with them has been impressed .

upon the people by the devil, and is great

obstacle to Christianity. It is this that has

stricken the work of Fr. Fernandez with Sterility!

After more than fifty years of work, Nobili died at

Milapure in 1656« At the time of his death the Christians

3connected with Eadura Flissionwere reckoned at 100,000.

After his death Jesuits mission was carried on by his
successors

on the same lines and approach which inaugurated*-

2

Robinson, op. cit., p.?6
>

‘Firth, op. cit. p.112

^Barnes, op. cit., p.97
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by fsj obili.

John de Britto, of a noble Portuguese family, came

to India in 1673 and joined the Madura Mission. His name

is specially associated with the district of Ramnad. Here

the mission had enjoyed considerable success. He converted

numerous to Christianity. Britto was many times arrested

and tortured but later was released by Raja of Ramnad.

He moved from one place to another, camping in forests

and living in villages. People flocked around him and

almost 4000 were baptised in the year 1692. He left a

deep impression and influence on Christians and Hindus

by his devotion and gentleness. He cvas arrested and was

publicly beheaded on 4th February 1693 outside the

little town of Oriyur.

Another famous personality of Madura Mission was

the Italian Fr. Constant Joseph Beschi. Beschi adopted

all the ways and manners of Hindu Guru. He suffered lots

of hardships and dangers especially in the early years

of his service, when he lived a wandering life in the

districts uihere the rulers were often hostile; later he

won the confidence of Mogul general Chanda Sahib who

protected him. During the years when Chanda Sahib ru'Ecd

Trichnopoly (1736-1741), he was even said to have the

1 Firth, op. cit. p.118



made Ft. Beschi his devan and assigned to him the revenues

of cert uuxi villages, which Bes chi used for the mission?

Beschi acquired an extraordinary mastery of Tamil language

for which he is known as European Tamil scholar. He wrote

many spiritual writings for catechism and a Christian

epic called, "Tembavani". Through these missionaries and

their helpers the work went on through many vicissitudes

but with success. Great number of people were baptized

often perhapes without any preparation, but it often

happened, whether from the fewness of the missionaries

or the great distances to be covered, or the disturbed

state of country.

Hobili and his successors made a bold experiment

and manifested courage and devotion and endurance. But

This method of acceptation was high^jcriticized by other

missionaries who believe in proselytization. 'The objection

was that the Jesuits by the method of accommodation were

assimilating Christianity too closely to Hinduism; and

to which they replied that in large measure the customs

and social values of the country must be recognized, at

least until the Church ha's firmly and widely established,

otherwise the Hindus would not accept Christianity. Their

^ Firth, op. cit. p. 120
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aim, was to free Christianity from its fori^nness and its

association with the Potuguese state. This reproach of

for/ti- gnness is still one of the greatest handicaps in

Pakistan, It was their attempt to free Christianity from

its Europeanism and make It a qn Indian Christianity.

The Portuguese and other religious Orders were against

this approach. To the7r\ the true Christianity is, if it

is presented in European dress - a limitedness of under-

standing Christ and His message. They preached the ^ospel

of Christy which was already Europeanized and Latinized

Christ. No doubt the Jesuits went too far in their attempt

and their greatest failure was the taking of caste system

into the church practically unchanged. Whatever the flaws

v/ere; Nobfli attempted earnestly to deeuropeanized Christianity

and lead it towards Indianized ehristianity, and paved

the way for later contextualization of Christianity which is

still going on.

To settle the matter between the Jesuits and other

Orders, Pope Clement XI, in 1703 sent out a special legate,

the Patriarch de Tournon. Tournon decreed at every point

in condemnation of Jesuits' practices. In all matters 'of

rituals and customs, all must be carried out exactly

Robinson, op. cit. p.76
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according "to the rules of Rome as these had been developed

since the Counter-Reformation. Strict limitations were

imposed on the separation between Christies of different

castes, as they had been practiced in the Jesuits* mission

from the beginning. Tournon showed complete disregard

for the Jesuits views and ideas. The Jesuits became in^reasin^

unpopular
,
and their very success had made them an object

of ebvy to other Orders. In 1773 all Jesuits were ordered

to leave Portuguese dominions. The Portuguese government

brought pressure on the Pope ,
with the result that in 1775

Pope Clement XIV ordered the suppression of thp whole

•Society. The Jesuits were arrested, deported and imprisoned.

Some Jesuits transferred to other Orders and few continued

their work quitely out of Portuguese dominions. The majority

had to leave and abandon the work to which they had dedicated

their lives. This had a disasterous effect on the missionary

work in the India. There were no clergy to take their

places and many places left without any priest. The secular

priests were sent, who were not enough to continue the

work inaugurated by the Jesuits. Many Christians in this

period lapsed into Hinduism and many were forcibly

converted to Islam.

1 .

Firth, op.cit. p.124
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Expansion through Migration

The Christians who accepted. Christianity inthis

period, did not necessarily remain in the areas where they

were converted or baptized but migrated elsewhere. This

was another way of influencing the native people to

Christianity; through their interaction with non-

christian peoples. The Christians settled in different

areas of Mogul empire and was cared by Je uits in those

place . From Goa many settled in the kingdom of Sundem,

and in the&reas under Bigapur and Kanara coast. They

exerted indirect influence on (father people. From Fishery

coast Christians migrated to the neighboring places. Thus

the church in Tranquerbar owes its origin to them, Many

people migrated to Madura and Mogul empire. The Christians -

in Tanjore were those who migrated from Nagapatanam and

2
from the Fishery coast and Goa. Mostly these Christians

migrated to other places in search of job or to escape

from persecution. Their migration from the Portuguese

dominions to other places was basically for the purpose

of getting job and better life.

Undoubtly Christians moved many different areas

of the country and the Gospel was spread through their

migration to other places, and brought other religions

interaction with Christianity.

Perumalil, op.

^Ibid.

cit. pp. 79-80
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Analysis

South India was the special field of Roman Catholic

missionaries. There was very little work done by them

in North India except the Mogul Mission which was a

failure. Even in South India the missionary work was

hampered by internal missionary conflicts, government

and missionaries, Pe/yfugal and Rome. Missionary zeal in

Europe seemed to be dying down, and it was hard to

replace missionaries who had died or had returned to their

home lands. Great devotion had been manifested and great

results had been achieved. It has been reckoned that in

the year 1750 there were roughly a million Christians

in India and by the end of century this number has been
1reduced by half. Christianity had not died out, A continued

to exist although gravely weakened.*

The sixteenth century Potuguese were by no means

novices in the questions pertaining to the propagation of

the faith, the battling the infidels and conversion of the

heathens. They had played active part in the Crusades

and as early as 1319 had national Crusading Militia. The

Portuguese kings acted as' the propagator of Christian I’aith

in the lands which they have acquired . w/th Rome's

approval and encouragemont . The progress of the Christian

Neill, op. cit. p.52
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mission in Portuguese period consequently related to

the successes and failures of the empire-building.

The Portuguese brought with them in India two

principles which were incompatible with the peaceful

extension of their commerce and propagation of the faith.

They transported to Asia all rbncour of their conflicts

in Europe with Muslims. Secondly commerce was understood

as monopoly; the Indian sea& belonged to that part of the

world which the Pope had given to the king of Portugal

as his dominion 1
and therefore no other nation had the

right to trade in them c As the majority of the traders

were muslims, the two principles worked together; the

muslims must be crushed in order to prevent their mfriging

the cowiercial monopoly of the Portuguese; one of the

best ways of bringing about this destruction was to curb

and harry their traded These two principles immediately

created an animosity between PoT^uguese Muslims of

India, i'his attitude towards muslims consequently made

muslims the enemies of Christianity and missionary work.

And muslims were the great political power of India at

that time. The muslims in their territories became harsh

tov/ards the propagation of Christianity and persecuted

Christians and demolished their churches. The Portuguese

^Neill, Colonialism and Christian Missions ,
pp.70-7^
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in their territories as well demolished and persecuted

the muslims. 'the close association of Christianity with

Portuguese power and politics harmed christainity a;?.d

its work® And this close association of Christianity

with Portuguese pov/er hampered the missionary work and

Christianity looked like a religion of sword rather

than love* There was no toleration and love manifested

by the Christians ( Pottuguese) towards the native people

and their customs and coay of life. The other flaw was

that Christianity was associated with Europeanism and

European customs and manners. This was thought that one

is Christian, if he adopts European manners and custom,

even to the extent of dress. After the elapse of centuries

this association is there and still Christianity is

thought to be the 1 religion of the whites'.

The European missionaries falied to realize -

that is, all missionaries save the Jesuits - was that,

they were not propagating the message of Christ but

European colored Christ that was only suited to the

Europe not the land of India and liter people. If they were

to make headway in India, they were to make some concessions

to local customs, failing this, Christianity made very

progress. Hardly more than one per cent of Indian ~
<r

.

i
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and Pakistani population has gone over to Christianity

after long years of intercourse with Europe, whereas

25 per cent of the population went over to Islam. This

association of Christianity with whites has a far-reaching

effect and even today the Christians in Pakistan and

India are faced with this problem.

The Portuguese did not plant the church in India

but transplanted European churc(> in India, with rituals

and manners which were suited to Europe.

The Potuguese believed, if Potuguese dominion

was to maintain in India, it was necessary to have a solid

and reliable Christian population on the spot. The

political motive behind the propagation was very obvious,

in order to maintq ta dominion. It was thought that religious

uniformity is very necessary. The- uniformity of

religion, was secured through deliberate miscegenation.

Albuquerque invited his men to marry the widows and daughters

of the defenders of Goa, whom they have killed in the battle

or subsequently burned the^r) alive. Host of the carriages

contracted were between common Portuguese and low-caste

women and the high caste Hindus were very critical of this

policy. This aet of marriage with the low-caste women was

lowering Christianity in the eyos of the high caste Hindus.
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The high caste /-fimdus eventually disliked Christianity

because of its association from the j/ery beginning with

the lo/V-caste people. The vow^/marriage was taken very

lightly by the Pobtuguese and was not clearly understood

by the mates. This general irresponsible conduct of the

Portuguese showed the European ir^fcheir worst possible

light
>

and brought disrepute to Christianity. A considerable

number of the inhabitants did in time become Christians

but it left far-reaching effect and blot on Christianity

which is hardly washed up-to now. This conversion was mostly

done through force or miscegenation.

All the Roman Catholic authorities of that time

were agreed that idolatry was an abomination, and that the

public practice of it in the dominions of a christain king

would call down the wrath of God upon the whole land, and

therefore it must be suppressed, if necessary by force.

Hindu temples and mosques were destroyed and their property

and revenues handed over to the church. Portuguese thought

that by destroying the temples and mosques they would be

able to root out Hinduism and Islam from India. They mis-

calculated the strength and deep rootedness of Indian

culture and its influence. Hinduism and Islam took more

strong hold of his people. They failed to understand the
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boundless richness of Hifl^u faith, its universal appeal,

its tolerance, the profoundity of Hindu philosophy and its

enduring roots among Indian people. The millions of people

would have brought to Christianity, if the European missionaries

had had a greater understanding, not only of ^indu faith

and Indian culture, but also of themselves and Christian

faith. "We would habe been the masters of India if we had
A

been the masters of ourselves'.! The majority of converts

embraced Christianity out of fear, intimidation or enslavement

of people by Pottuguese. Fr. Lancilotto writes:

"...Some were baptized through fear, others through

wordly gain, and others for filthy and disgusting

reasons iv]any people come in order to be

baptized, and I ask them why they want to become

Christians. Some reply because the lord of the

land tyrannize and oppresses them, and others

reply that they must become Christians because
2

they have nothing to eat'J

With these methods of conversion within a century of the

conquest third of the population of Goa and other Portuguese

territories became Christians. The missionary work was

concentrated only im the places control^bd by the Portuguese t

and there is hardly any work done out of these territories

except the Mogul mission. The Portuguese authorities and

missionaries recognized their responsibility of propapating

the Christian faith within their territories and beyond

^Tawney,P.H. ,
Religion and the Pise of Capitalism (New fork:

Pengu.n Books INC. ,1947) ,p. 201

2foxer ,C. ,R.
,
Race delations in the Portuguese Colonial Empire^

( London : 1963 ) , PP • 39-60



that they felt no burden for it.

Apart fromthis there were other inducements
5
political,

economic and social inducements. Some embraced Christianity

to have Portuguese protection, some for the sake of economic

gain and some for social uplift* which the Portuguese

h ppily extended. Par ava'?^ became Christians to have

Portuguese protection because they were enslaved by the

muslims. They had been suffering from the aggression of

muslims traders and rulers and desired to put themselves

under the protection of the king of Portugal. For this

suzerainty to become effective it was required that they be

baptized; and baptized they were, but later left without

any kind of spiritual care and instruction. The Hindus in

the Potuguese territories became Christians to have the

protection and to be saved from Portuguese persecution,

ihis working of state and religion together had distorted

the image of Christianity and made it a religion of sword.

All these political conversion failed to meet the expectations

of the missionaries. Because they were not converted out of

religious eagerness but out of political reasons. Political

interest also motivated the prince of Tanur, whose

territory was south of Calicut, to become Christian. He

wanted to have Portuguese military aid and he was asked to
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become Christian, so he was, but later he went back to his

old ways.

Many converts accepted Christianity out of economic

benefits which the Portuguese offer to every convert. No

Hindu or Muslims could get a job in Porutugese offices

and public offices. To get a job was to become chyisiian,

and enjoy the privileges same aa Portuguese. Most of the

menial posts in the administration at Goa was given to

the neophytes and orphans in change of the missionaries.

A non-chriistian could hardly hope employment in the

Portuguese offices. This economic inducement made many

low-caste people to accept Christianity in order to have

better livelihood and better future for their children,

new European cloths v/hich went to every convert. The

missionaries adopted the policy of granting sTfftfll loans

to all who were willing to attend their churches, on the

understanding that these loans would not be repayable

as long as they would continue to attend the church. This

economic inducement was one of the factor which brought

low -caste people towards Christianity.

Most of theta.ow caste people became Christians

because Christianity offered them escape from their caste

and gives them a sociciJ. uplift. They woulc/ be liberated
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from their dirty jobs and gain social status by associating

with the Portuguese • The outcaste people pressured and

cajoled increasingly eager to rise to better social standing

anxious to have more opportunites in life on an equal

footing with their neighbor. Being under heavier economic

and social pressures, they were more ready to align

themselves with Portuguese* religion.

The Christianization of indian people was brought

about by political, economic and social inducements. These

factors attracted the underprivileged, and depressed classes.

This made Christianity the religion of the low-caste

people, consequently unable to penetrate in the higher

classes of society. There was hardly any: attempt to prepare

native clergy. The Orders maintain high standard f0/ priesthood

and was impossible for indian to become a: priest. The -

missionaries used to Segregate their converts from the

family and society which stops any further influence on

the family or community. Even the names of the converts

would be changed into Portuguese names, like a Brahman

was converted and given the name, Matthew de ^astro. This

socially alienate the convert from the society to which

he was a part. The interpersonal relationships would have

furnish amazing for further growth but by alienating the

convert from the sOcie-fy could not exert any influence.
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ng The missionaries jt'onci da^bcL to learn the native language

and always depended on the interpreter. This adds to the

foriegnness of Christianity. They did not try to translate

the Bible into native languages. The Portuguese felt that

their culture is higher than Indian culture and did not

try to understand the strength of Indian culture. They

underestimated the strength of indian culture and Brahmans

control over the deeply rooted Hindus ways of life. Rather

than to understand they condemned it outrageously. This

es. condemnation of native culture Tflade people hostile towards

Christianity.

The other weakness of their missionary method v/as

e was close collaboration of chruch and state. The natives

&hood who did not like the policies of Portuguese, would not

like Christianity because of its asscoiation with statk.

The Christianity got associated with imper/ct £•/ sm and

' capital ism and this impression is still there after the

elapse of centuries. Even today Christianity inPaksitan

and India is considered as religion of the* whites' and it

is only this century that step towards the indigenization

of Christianity is taken and it is still in the making.

C-A iSihirntj: did not die out inspite of these

mistakes but co/jtinued to exist without penetration in
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the soil. These mistakes gave a distorted image of Christianity

and its effect is still there. The Portuguese period was

more of proselytism than evangelism; brow-beating than

Pciith sharing; coercion than free choice; a pressure

than offering a possibility; more of political than

spiritual.

Pc
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The Legacy of D.T. Niles
(ABBREVIATED and reprinted from Inter-

national Bulletin of Missionary Research. The

author, Creighton Lacy, is Professor of World

Christianity in the Divinity School of Duke
University, North Carolina. As a Fulbright

Research Scholar he spent two years in India

and published two books on contemporary
social thought . The Conscience of India and

Indian Insights : Public Issues in Private

Perspective).

Part 1

The Work of an Evangelist

D.T. was above all an evangelist.

"Evangelism is the proclamation of an

event, it is also an invitation to an

encounter." "Evangelism is the impact

of the Gospel on the world." "Evangelism

is not something we do, it is something

God does." "Evangelism happens when

God uses anything we do in order to

bring people to Him in Jesus Christ."

"The recovery of wholeness - that is the

purpose of evangelism." "In our part of

the world, the preacher, the evangelist,

is engaged in the work of disrupting

people's lives." If there is an ambivalence

in these sentences between God's role

and ours, it is inherent in the writer -

ciiiu in if .
. h oy . D.T. Niles was an Asian

- and a Christian - who thought in

terms of both/and rather than either/or.

One of Niles' major contributions was

the blending, not the contrasting, of

Eastern and Western thought, of

"orthodoxy" and "liberalism."

"Evangelism is witness. It is one

beggar telling another beggar where to

get food." Few Christians who have

heard that aphorism can identify its

source; even fewer could identify, by

time or nation or vocation or publica-

tion, the powerful evangelist D.T. Niles.

For all the ecumenical conferences

and distinguished pulpits that kept

D.T. Niles "on the go," he said very

little about himself. "I am not important

except to God," he once wrote, and a

bit later, "We who speak about Jesus,

must learn to keep quiet about our-

selves."

As his son Dayalan described him,

"Niles was certainly no systematic

theologian in the technical sense of the

word." Rather, he chose a pragmatic

stance in dealing with both local and

ecumenical issues, a kind of action/

reflection model. "His overall frame of

reference is Methodist as opposed to the

early Barthian dialectical position."

Interpreting the Bible and Christian

Faith

Scripture, for illustrations as well as

quotations. Many of his addresses and

published works were frankly, de-

liberately, Bible studies: for example,

Living with the Gospel (197 5), Studies

in Genesis ( 1 958), /Is Seeing the Invisible

(1961; an interpretation of Revelation).

"I cannot claim either adequate scholar-

hip or accuracy of method," he

modestly stated, "but (these essays) at

least represent what happens when I

read my Bible." One of the earliest of

such studies, Reading the Bible Today

(1955), has been translated into at

least Fifteen languages. In it Niles revealed

clearly his modern, open approach to

Scriptures. Truth need not be taken

literally, he said. ... In his Beecher

Lectures he declared that "the Genesis

account of man's sin is an account which

seeks to make plain the nature of sin

and not its origin."

"Some people treat every word in

the Bible as equally true and inspired,

and do not ask why and when it was

spoken. This may lead to very wrong

ideas about God." For God is the hero

of the Bible stories, the evangelist

explained, not individual men and

women; God speaks and people answer,

rather than merely recording the human
quest for the divine. The Bible, he

continued, gives us the word of God as

news, as law or demands, as faith. In

short, "the adventure of Bible reading is

in praying the Holy Spirit to lead us to

that point in the conversation between

God and man at which we can hear

what God is saying to us today."

Central to the Scriptures, to all of

Christian faith, for Niles, stood Christo-

logy. "Both the New Testament and the

Jesus Christ and from Jesus Christ." As

important - nay, as imperative - as the

obligation to love may be, he affirmed

in reply to J.A.T. Robinson's Honest to

God, "it is essential ... to hold this

command to love in conjunction with

the command to believe in Jesus Christ."

At the same time — and here emerges

the paradox of all who engage in sincere

interfaith dialogue - "the issues of

Salvation and Damnation cannot be

stated in terms of men's belief or un-

belief in the special revelation of Christ:

they can only be stated in terms of the

outreach of the work and ministry of

Christ himself." "To speak about the

Finality of Christ is not to tie oneself

to where his name is actually

pronounced." "There is no Saviour

but Jesus and they who are saved are

always saved
.
by him. That is true

without qualification." "There is no

salvation except in Jesus Christ, but

who shall decide how and in what

guise Jesus comes to men and claims

their acceptance!" To some this is the

hidden or anonymous Christ; to others

it is the universal word of God.
The crux of the finality issue is

whether or not in Jesus Christ men
confront and are confronted by the

transcendent God whose will they

cannot manipulate, by whose judge-

ment they are bound, and with whose
intractable presence in their midst they

must reckon."

In like manner also Niles offered

fresh, empirical insight into the true

meaning of the Trinity. "The Christian

faith is no simple Jesus-religion," he

declared in the Lyman Beecher Lectures;

"it is faith in God the Father, God the

Son, and God the Holy Spirit, one God
in three persons, Trinity in unity and

unity in Trinity. But there is no way to

the largeness of this faith except through

faith in Jesus Christ."

Finally, within the Trinity
,
"The Holy

Spirit is the missionary of the gospel. It

is he who makes the gospel explosive

in men's lives and in human affairs."

"This Jesus whereofwe are witnesses"

comes to us initially and personally in

worship, in devotion. Niles's sermons

drew copiously on hymns by Charles

Wesley, on poems by Wordsworth,

Donne, and many others, on devotional

literature from the East. Would that we

had collections of recorded prayers

from this man of God, but they must

have been profoundly private.
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Part II

The Centrality of the Christian Church

Our fellowship with Christ can only

be maintained, Niles would insist, within

the fellowship of the church. This is not

a condition for salvation, but it is for

the Christian life. "The object of
evangelism is conversion," Nilesdeclared,

"conversion to Christ and personal

discipleship to him. But involved also

in this conversion are conversion to the

Christian community and conversion to

Christian ideas and ideals." In fact, he

went on to explain, the normal order of

mission priorities should be a welcome
to the community (proselytization), an

invitation to discipleship (evangelism),

and a transformation of values

(Christianization).

"I believe fully," Niles wrote on
another occasion, " that a decision to

follow Jesus Christ is inextricably linked

with the decision to become a member
of the Christian Church." "Faith is the

faith of a community," and he quoted

approvingly Karl Barth's familiar pro-

nouncement: "One cannot hold the

Christian faith without holding it in the

church and with the church."

Nevertheless this serving community,
according to Niles, must never be mis-

taken for the institutional church. "Men
can only be loved into God's kingdom,

they cannot be organized into it," he
said. With a gentle dig at preachers he

suggested, in the Warreck Lectures in

Scotland, that the laity, the people of

God, earn their right to preach by the

daily lives they lead, whereas the

ordained clergy does not have to renew
its professional credentials. Similarly

Niles had little use for sectarian divisions.

"The finality of Jesus Christ," he
declared, "is a standing judgement on
denominational separateness." In Upon
ihc Earth he told the devastating story

of the immigration officer who inquired

about a missionary's religion. "Yes,

Madam, Christian - but what

damnation?"

The real test of the church's faith-

fulness to Christ is, of course, its activity

in the world. "Those who accused Him
of revolution put Him on a cross,"

Niles told an audience of "conservative

evangelicals", "those who accuse Him of

nonsense put Him in a sanctuary."

Both individuals and the community are

called to radical discipleship, Niles con-

stantly affirmed. "This song of Mary
(Luke 1:46-53) is still the song of the

Christian revolution. This song we must

sing, even though we are surprised that

it is we who must sing it."

Lor this quiet little man from Ceylon,

the essential involvement of Christians

in the world has abundant biblical

sanction. Leaven does not function by

itself apart from the flour; salt is not

used to turn fish into salt but to keep fish

fiesh "ns fish." A hospital should never

be "a stalking horse for evangelism," and

presumably the same dictum applies to

mission schools. The light of the world

(Matt. 5:14) - both Christ and his

disciples - meant "a lamp shining in the

street and not one burning in the

sanctuary." This lamp, he wrote on
another occasion, must be filled with

oil, its wick trimmed, within the

sanctuary, but not left there. Most
startling of all perhaps, most challenging

to the complacent congregations of our

day, Niles declared: "The answer to the

problems of our world is not Jesus

Christ. The answer to the problems

of the world is the answer that Jesus

Christ provided, which is the Church."

That bears reflection - and action!

With his own rich family heritage

D.T. Niles was, of course, keenly aware

of the missionary contribution. Many of
his closest friends and mentors and

colleagues were missionaries, from a

broad ecumenical spectrum. He knew
full well the importance of the foreign

mission enterprise in the past, but also

its ongoing imperative. Yet he did not
base his commitment on the Great

Commission on "in terms of what God
has done for the evangelist but in terms
of what God has done for the world;
not in terms of a command to be obeyed
but in terms of an inner necessity to be
accepted."

As a product of the missionary era,

Niles was grateful and understanding.

His son remarked on one occasion that

there was "no critical and negative

evaluation of the colonial age in his own
immediate writings," and then went on
to attribute this charitable outlook to

"the optimism of grace." Yet his

address to the world Christian com-
munity at the Evanston Assembly of the

WCC contained this loving rebuke:

"There is a world of difference between
the missionary who comes to proclaim

the truth of the Gospel and the

missionary who comes to care for a

people with the care of Jesus Christ."

"To speak of a missionary is to speak of
the world; to speak of a fraternal work er

is to speak in terms of the Church." One
of his earliest, most popular volumes
(for the Student Volunteer Movement
in 1951) also chided gently: "There is a

tendency for missionary agencies to be
concerned exclusively with the Church
i n the missionary land rather than with
(Tic land itsel f?

1 rr

A missionary is

primarily a person sent to a world and
not to a church ... not so much a person
sent by a church as by its Lord."

(To be continued)

Templeton Prize 1985

SIR Alister Hardy the distinguished

British marine biologist was named
on Feb. 27 the 1985 Templeton Prize

winner for Progress in Religion. A leading

marine biologist for fifty years, Sir

Alister (89) founded in 1969 the

Religious Experience Research Unit at

Manchester College, Oxford.
Sir Alister in 1 95 1 set out to convince

the sceptics among his scientific

colleagues with the book, “Science and
the Quest for God

His next book, “Living Stream”, won
him an award and medal from Yale

University for "an outstanding work
which is of particular interest for the

spiritual life of our epoch".

Sir Alister developed his ideas further

in 1979 in the book, “The Spiritual

Nature of Man” in which he set out to

convince intellectural sceptics that man's
religious feelings are indeed part of his

true nature.

(Press Release)
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Books Received
1. Sent Free - Mission and Unity in the

Perspective of the Kingdom, By Emilio

Castro, WCC, Geneva, pp 102, US$4.75.

2. Church And Society - Ecumenical

Perspective, Essays in honour ol Paul

Abrecht, The Ecumenical Review, WCC,
Geneva, pp. 163.

3. Science Education and Ethical Values,

Introducing ethics and religion into the

science classroom and laboratory, (hdj

David Gosling and Bert Musschenga,

WCC, Geneva, pp. 115.

4. The Churches in Spain, CICARWS: WCC,
Geneva, pp. 32, US$1.20.

5. The Churches In Portugal, The Pathway

To the Future, CICARWS: WCC, Geneva,

pp. 36, US$1.20.

6. The Churches in Italy, CICARWS: WCC,

Geneva, pp. 42, US$1.20.

7. Family Profiles, Stories of Families in

Transition, (Ed) Masamba Ma Mpolo,

WCC, Geneva, pp. 96, US$4.95.

8. Faith And Faithfulness, Essays on con-

temporary ecumenical themes, A tribute

to Philip A. Potter, (Ed) Pauline Webb,

WCC, Geneva, pp. 1 28, US$5.95.

9. Women under Racism, PCR 1984/No. 19,

WCC, Geneva, pp. 62.

10. Confessing our faith around the

world - 111: The Caribbean and Central

America, (Faith and Order Paper No. 1 23)

Introduced by Elsa Tamez. (Ed) Hans.

Georg Link, WCC, Geneva, pp. 110,

US$4.25.

11. Hindu-Christian Meeting Point, by

Abhishiktananda, Revised, ISPCK, P.ci

Box 1585, Kashmerc Gate, Delhi 1 1 UUUu,

IV i 2.8, Rs 40,(India only).

Courses at Ecumenical

Christian Centre, Bangalore

• ‘Development Journalism’: 21st May

to 9th June 1985. Fees: Rs 250/-.

Designed mainly to impart basic

writing skills to men and women in-

volved in development work.

• ‘Politics and Social Change’: July

to September 1985. To enable the

participants to understand the various

forces that operate in the political

processes and to prepare them for

struggles against injustice. Fees: Rs.

100 /-.

• Course for women — Vicharodaya,

September to November 1985. Focus

on education. This is an experiment

in education for graduate women;

the course will review different

educational systems, innovative

experiments and also look into Indian

realities. Fees: Rs 100/-. Free

hospitality by ECC for all courses.

Apply to: ECC, PB No. 11, White-

field, Bangalore - 560 066, India.

1 2. Saccidananda, 4 Christian Approach

To Advaitic Experience, By Abhishik-

tananda, 1SPCK, Delhi, pp. 234, Rs

5 1 (India only).

13. Changes in Christian Personal Laws,

(Ed) Jyotsna Chatterji, ISPCK, Delhi,

pp. 60, Rs 3.50 (India only).

14. Autobiography of Bishop John Sadiq,

Surprised by love, ISPCK, Delhi,

pp. 131, Rs 20 (India only).

15. Mahatma Gandhi’s Philosophy of

Brahmacharya, (Ed) D.A. Gangadhar,

C1SRS/ISPCK, pp. 71, Rs 15 (India

only).

16. Ronald Winston Bryan, Disciple and

shepherd, (Ed) Michael R. Westall,

ISPCK, Delhi, pp. 121, Rs 15.00 (India

only).

17. Indian Women in Media, Focus on

Women’s Issues, Lithousc Publications,

ISPCK, Delhi, pp.62, Rs 12 (India only).

18. Christian Publishing, The Indian

Experience, (I d) Jane R. Caleb, ISPCK,

Delhi, pp. 130, Rs 20 (India only).

19. Summary Report Of Comprehensive

Survey on CBS, Christian Broadcasting

System in KOREA, 136-46, Yonji-dong,

Chongno-ku, Seoul, Korea.

From Page 9

Niles

The world church owes a lasting debt

to D.T. Niles for conceiving and gathering

the liturgical wealth of the Orient in

the EACC Hymnal and writing the

words for forty-five of the entries.

"Even a hymnbook or a book of prayers

is a form expressing a given unity," he

once wrote.

In one of his Lyman Beecher Lectures,

Niles quoted a Christian student as

declaring that devotion to Jesus brings

deliverance from "seeking the good life,"

from "obedience to a moral ideal." Vet

in the same address he cautioned against

substituting renunciation for real

righteousness, piety for practice.

(To be continued
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Ensure your copy of

CCAN in 1985
THE CCAN mailing list has not been revised for

many years. While we would be happy to continue to

send CCAN to all presently on the mailing list, we

need some assurance that there is somebody at the

other end!

At a minimum, we spend annually one US$1 for

mailing CCAN by sea mail and nearly US$5.00 by

airmail.

Therefore, we ask for a simple gesture from you.

Please drop us a post card, address up-dated, to say

that you wish to continue to receive CCAN.

This might have to be a farewell in case we do not

hear from you.
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Editorial

Ecumenism in Practice

r m, 1
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0l,neSS Pope John Paul 11 in his letter of May 28 1987 to thoCatholic Bishops ,i> India has invited all the Catholics i n India to unity andcommunion. I here he pointed out that tins unity of the Universal Church isa unity in diversity and not a unity m uniformity Thus, he savs, the Churchan be ai sign of unity of mankind so often divided by ethnic,' political cul-tural and linguistic rivalries. The Pope dissociated the diversity of rites ororship, from the elements which divided the people. On the other hand “letus continue
, he says, to reflect on the Churches or Rites which makeher variety in unity He urges that “there is need for the closest nossicommunion and collaboration between the different Rites in India."
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In a pluralistic and diversified land like India, the Church has to be a sign
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respectin8 the legitimate ecclesial traditions andgmn chance to the Indians to come to know of the diversity in the Catho-lic Church, and teaching people to live harmoniously and peacefully in apluralistic society and tolerating one another. The Catholics must be shiningexamples of this tolerance Our ultimate goal, however, is to present our LordJesus Christ, whose blood has been shed for us and for many in India.
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re was some sort °t tension in the inter-ecclesial relations in Indiafor some time. The three churches presented their view points in a sincereattitude ol brotherly charity to the legitimate authorities. After consideringthe various aspects of the question and the “Indian Reality,” the Pope as thfSupreme Visible Pastor of the Universal Church, has sent his letter. The Popehas clarified that the Catholic Church stands for justice, reconciliation andunity, and the demands of the Orientals are legitimate and in accordance withthe teachings of the Second Vatican Council. The President of the Catholic
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that the letter mUSt be implemented in its detailand he has sought the collaboration of all the bishops to “educate and form

mentation/’
re 1810US and faithful to accePt fully and cooperate in its imple-

The letter has accepted a few basic facts: that the Oriental Catholic

hi t
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e as Churches in India; that they must not be restricted
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d to .grow organically in India; that the Catholic Churchin no way fosters uniformity in the life of the church; that the church stands

tha t"the^grow th of onV'^ T the fear ° f SOme peopie in ^ian Catholicismthat the growth of one church may hinder the growth of another church is
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unfounded; that the Universal church does not stand for the “One Rite Move-
ment and that the outdated law, one territory, one bishop, and one juris-
diction” cannot stand in the Indian ecclesial reality; and that there must be
the closest unity and communion between the various churches in India

Now it is the duty of every catholic in India to follow wholeheartedly
the letter of the Pope, which he wrote “after much prayer and reflection.”
1 lie priests, religious and faithful have to be educated to accept it and
cooperate fully in its implementation. Since several catholics were so far
educated to live in a uniform type of Catholicism, the Holy Father is asking
lor a reeducation. Thus each one will be educated to accept others: the other
Catholic Churches, the other liturgical traditions and the other ways of think-
ing and theologizing. All must put an end to the interritual discussions and
try very earnestly to implement the letter of the Pope in its detail. The
Pope has very seriously considered the Indian Reality and it is the duty of
every Catholic of the different traditions to accept it and implement it, so
that we may present a united Catholicism, a united witnessing to our Lord
Jesus Christ.

All Catholics in India of all the three ecclesial traditions or Rites are
thus, in concrete, ensured that they can worship God in the way in which
they want. This is ecumenism in practice at home. The speedy implementa-
tion of this letter will enhance confidence in the Roman leadership in the
eyes of the non-Catholics also. Although some may pass judgement that there
is nothing new in the papal letter, it is an epoch making document, especially
in the light of the interritual discussions in India in the last few years. From
the Oriental part, we fully endorse the document and we confidently hope
that it will put an end to all antiecclesial discussions. We promise the closest
possible communion and collaboration with our Latin brethren in India. We
hope that the Catholic Seminaries, Faculties and theologians in India will take
seriously the invitation of the Pope and educate the future Catholic leaders in
India in accordance with the directives given in the letter, so that the future
Catholics may be able to live in a pluralistic societv, accepting the diversities
in the Church with concord and tolerance.

Editor

Geevarghese Chediath
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Rev. Fr. Thomas Vellilamthadam

(1941 - 1987)

We the Editorial Board of the Christian Orient gratefully
acknowledge the great services rendered by Rev. Dr. Thomas
Vellilamthadam our Review Editor. Quite unexpectedly he
left us for his eternal reward on the 22nd of November
1987, leaving behind the fond memory of a committed and
inspiring champion for the noble cause of the Catholicity
of the Church which consists in the communion of Churches
with equal rights and obligations.



A Loving Homage to

Fr. Thomas Vellilamthadam

Rev. Dr. Thomas Vellilamthadam
of venerable memory passed away on
2.nd November 1987. His unexpected
and sad demise has immersed all his

friends and colleagues in deep sorrow
and it has in fact created a real vacuum
which is very difficult to be filled.

This small article is an attempt to

assess some of the brilliant aspects of

his great, and dazzling personality as a

loving homage to that great and noble
soul.

Fr. Thomas Vellilamthadam was
born at Monipnlly, Kerala, India on
December 8,1941. After his minor se-

minary course at Good Shepherd Semi-
nary, Palai, he pursued his philosophical
studies at the catholic university of

Louvain, Belgium. After having finished
his licentiate in philosophy at the-
Universite catholique de Louvain, he
continued his academic studies at pro-
paganda DeFide college in Rome where
he obtained Licentiate in Theology.
He was ordained priest on May 8 1969.
He did his doctoral studies at Louvain
and in 1973 took his Ph. D. in philosophy
defending a thesis on “The concept of

Repression in Herbert Marcuse.”

From 1975 onwards he was professor
of philosophy at St Thomas Apostolic
Seminary (Pontifical Oriental Institute
of Religious Studies-Paurastya Vidy-
apitham) Kottayam, India, and
head of the department of philosophy
in the same institute from 1986 on-
wards. He was a member of the Indian
philosophical Congress, Review editor of
the Christian Orient, and the associate
editor of Jeevadhara. He had also ser-
ved as visiting professor in many

Indian seminaries like St John’s semi-

nary, Hyderabad and Dharmaram
college, Bangalore.

As my friend and colleague, I

know Fr. 1 homas Vellilamthadam for

the last 12 years. He was just, faith-

ful and loving. Jollity and merth
never failed to accompany him; in fact

it was so till his last moments. It may
look paradoxical that this quality

combined well with his high thinking.

In more than one way, he had distin-

guished himself. He was a true phi-

losopher - an original thinker, a very
powerful writer, an ardent champion
of the cause of the orientals, especially

of the Malabar Church, an excellent

professor, a person well informed about
the Indian society and the third world
problems and above all a loving and
caring priest and a friend to all the

inmates of this Institute. What is said

of the young English poet John Keats
may be truly said of him: that he loved

the principle of beauty in all things.

High thinking and simple living cha-

racterized this young philosopher too.

His early intellectual and philo-

sophical formation at the famous
Louvain university and the later

advanced research and study in the
same university had great influence

in the making of this philosopher.

His wide and extensive travels

through the cities and villages of India
together with his systematic reading
brought him in touch with the cultural,

sociological, anthropological, economi-
cal and religious problems of this

country. No wonder aseries of books
in this line were published 1

.

1. Maya Safari, Maya Gallop, Maya Oasis, From the Burning Sands, Chilly
Sauce are some of the books in this category.
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Fr. Vellilamthadam was a person
deeply interested in the social teaching
of the church. He had clear vision
and understanding of what the church
marked out in this line through the
Encyclical Letters of the Popes. Social
questions regarding workers, Labour,
Management and other related issues
drew his attention. His book on ‘Man
and Social Problems’ is the outcome
of his great interest in this area.

All his works bear ample testimony
to the fact that Fr. Vellilamthadam
was a powerful writer. Read any of
his work, and the reader will be im-
pressed by his indepth knowledge of
the subject he deals with and his
unshaking conviction on the matter
under consideration. He has edited and
authored a wide variety of books to
his credit 2 and 1 am cock sure that
they will continue to outlive him.
He has also contributed many valuable
articles to Christian Orient and other
standard periodicals and journals.
Forget the man you may but one can
reconstruct his genius and vision from
his powerful writings. Style is the man,
we say. Undaunted and uncompro-
mising he was where principles are
at stake, where justice is denied, and
where positive growth is obstructed
and in all these places one can
find his expressions turning vibrant
and powerful-a prophetic tonel Some-
times even in the face of accute negative
criticisms Fr. Thomas held his ground
and wrote fearlessly, knowing well that
he was speaking nothing but the
truth. This is true whether it was
about the dark and bright aspects of
the Indian society, the third world
problem, the planetarian domination,
the freedom fighters of Thomas Chri-
stians, the Latin connection of Indian
Catholicism, or any philosophical, theo-
logical and socio-political questions.

He was an ardent champion of
the causes oriental and especially of
his own church the Syro- Malabar
Church. He told me once that a serious
reading of Paremmakkal’s Varthamana-
ppusthakam, did really trigger in him
a lot of thoughts about the present
situation ot our church in India. His
thirst to know the history and identity
of our church there after increased
greatly. It was his great ambition
as a true son of the Malabar church,
to conscientize our people of our
ancient heritage and the sad predi-
cament in which we find our church
today. Certainly he has succeeded in
this attempt to a certain extent.
This will be all the more clear when
one thinks of the short span of life

which Almighty God had graciously
given him. His deep veneration and
grateful feelings towards Mar Cariattil
and Paremmakkal down to Fr. Placid
CM I of happy memory are worth
mentioning. His sense of deep satis-
faction and joy at the hazardous end-
eavours that Paurastya Vidyapitham
undertakes for our church was always
keenly felt in his conversations.

The seminarians and the colleagues
revere him as an excellent professor.
Socratic method of teaching was to
his best taste. This he mentions in

his own work “Greek Wisdom”. His
classes were very lively. He was
teaching subjects like History of Greek
philosophy, Philosophy of Man, Theory
of knowledge and Abnormal psychology.
Students were made to think and learn
rather than merely to store infor-
mations in memory. It is true that
the beginners would find his classes a

bit tough as they are compelled to
think, but they continue to love his
classes as they slowly get at it. Soon
after they realize that the prize of
wisdom is above rubies.

j
delude* Man and Social Problems, Tomorrow’s Society, Marcuse

and Freud on civilization; Greek Wisdom; The Spectre of Being; Despair,
Hope and Bliss; (Ed ), The Freedom Fighters of Thomas Christians (ed.)
and several other books and articles.
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His service mentality is widely
acclaimed both by the professors and
students. He never denies any service
or help asked of him by others. He
would even go to the extent of doing
a service without being explicitly asked
for it. I would think that it is here
that his character best aligns with his
priestly mission. To serve others was
a pleasure for him and he did it in such
a nice and sweet manner. It is to be
remembered that his service branched
oil into different types, encouragements
and help of different types: intellect-
ual, educational, social, financial
etc. So many students have deve-
loped their interest in reading serious
books, writing articles, and g >mg deep
into the. roots of our spiritual pari-
mony, after they came in contact, with
the charming personality of Fr. Velli-
lamthadam.

Fr. Vellilamthadam was always a
cheerful person. I his is a fact that
any one would agree without any re-
servation. And he proved to be so to his
last day. Even when he was suffering
from serious back pain a couple of days
before his death, this cheerful dispo-
sition never left him. He used to crack
jokes as if nothing had happened to
him and he was a person who knew
how to take a joke well and laugh at
himself. He was always willing to
have fun at his own expense. Many of

his colleagues and friends have reaped
such a rich harvest of his jolly good
nature and loving attitude. He could
not stop loving us, come what may
in the world around us. He would be
telling us in the words of W. H. Auden
“I’ll love you till the ocean is folded
and hung up to dry/ And the seven
stars go squawking/ Like geese about
the sky.

Fr. Vellilamthadam enjoys a place
of preeminence in the hearts of his
students. The wisdom he has imparted
and his example of hard work, serious
study and realistic attitude to life and
the love and genuine concern for his

mother church and above all the poor
and needy, would always be a source
of inspiration for his friends and
students. His cheerful spirit and sense
of selfless service are good examples
for all of us. To be always his good
friends, let us continue to remember
him in our prayers:

The Lord bless thee, and keep
thee:

The Lord make his face shine
upon thee

and be gracious unto thee:

The Lord lift up his countenance
upon thee, and give thee peace”

(Numbers 6: 21)

Fr. Sebastian Kalacherrv



The Malankara Catholic Church

:

Its Ecumenical Hole

Introduction

One of the most striking points
in the Ecclesiology propounded by
Vat'ean Council II, is its affirmation
nat the Church is a Communion 1

. It

I
s on basis of this sound ecclesio-
logical vision that the various indivi-
dual apostolic Churches are getting
more and more aware of their own
individuality and autonomy, without
losing sight of the need of their essen-
tial communion and intimate union
with the Holy Apostolic See of Home.

In the past, especially after the
great divisions in the Church, when
the Catholic Church was practically
consisting only of the Western Latin
Church, this essential feature of Catho-
licity of the Church was dimly visible
though theologically defensible. Once
the Movements of Re union with (he
Apostolic See of Rome started
especially from the 16th and 17th
centuries, and as the Apostolic Orien-
tal Churches regained their ecclesial
communion with the Apostolic Church
of Rome, the Catholic face of the
church was once again shining forth,
which has highlighted the universa-
lity of the redeeming function of the
Church.

In fact, it is the actual presence
of the Western and Eastern Catholic
Churches in the big Catholic Comm-
union, presided over by the Bishop
of the Apostolic See of Rome, that
made this truth of Catholicity a real
ecclesial experience. Against the back-

ground of this ecclesial experience
articulated in the proclamations and
teachings of the Vat. II Council, it is
easy to study and evaluate the eccle-
sial position and mission of the various
individual Churches in the Catholic
Communion.

We focus our attention on the
Malankara Catholic Church and its
ecumenical role within the wider
context of its ecclesial mission as an
individual apostolic Church in the
Catholic Communion.

The Malankara Catholic Church,
is to be understood as part of the
ancient Malankara Church, that traces
its origin to the preaching of St.
1 homas, the Apostle. Retaining its
apostolicity and identity as an ecclesial
community and regaining its comm-
union with the Holy See of Rome,
after its rupture in the 17th century'
it has established itself as an individual
Church in the Catholic Communion.
During the past fiftyseven years of
its communion in the Catholic Church,
the Malankara Catholic Church could
grow up considerably and establish
its position as an Individual Church,
regaining its vitality and spiritual
strength. Growing as a Vigorous
Christian Community, the Malankara
Catholic Church at present consists
of 3 Dioceses, about 300,000 Faithful,
800 churches and mission centres,
400 priests and about 900 Religious!
As part of an ancient Christian Com-
munity of India, it is deeply rooted
in the spiritual traditions and cultural

1. Cf. Lumen Gentium: Nos. 23, 26, 28.
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values of India. The Holy See of Rome
has recognised it and acknowledged
it as such and the present Holy Father
has confirmed it: “In your persons 1

greet and embrace two individual
Churches, unique in character two
Churches witnessing to two ancient,
distinct, yet complementary forms of
oriental Christianity; two Churches
rooted in the Indian soil and adapted
to the Indian way of life, living in
peace and harmony with their neigh-
bours who are overwhelmingly of
another religious tradition. It has
been solemnly affirmed that the oriental
Churches, “distinguished as they are
by their venerable antiquity, are
bright with that tradition which comes
from the Apostles through the Fathers
(OF. 1). And We know that you are
linked to the Apostles through the
living tradition of your Churches and
through ecclesial reality that embodies
it, notably, your liturgy, ecclesiastical
discipline, and wholespiritual heritage.
At the same time your ecclesial tra-
dition forms part of the Indian reality
and is inseparable from it”

2
.

Malankara Catholic Church and Ecumenism

The spirit of ecumenism that is

pervading now all Christian Churches
and communities, can be regarded as
a special gift of God, bestowed on
the divided Christianity. For, it is this
spirit that has already become a force-
ful movement in the Church, that
remedies at least in a small degree
the scandal of division in the people
of God.

v

To assess the role of the Malankara
Catholic Church in ecumenism as its
God-given task and special vocation,
we need to have a deeper understand-
ing of the nature and aim of the
ecumenical movement and the goals
of ecumenical activities.

Ecumenism is often mistaken for

a complacent co-existence of different

Christian Churches in their state of

division and disunity or in their

present positions that contradict each
other. It is neither a discrete method
of unification and absorption of local

Churches on the basis of might and
power, nor a risky method of dilution
and compromise of one’s faith. Some
are suspicious of it as involving secret
methods of proselytism and ‘sheep-
stealing’. At any rate, prejudices and
apprehensions are so prevalent that
the goal of ecumenism is vaguely
grasped and the real ecumenical pro-
blems seldom discovered and discussed.
In this context, therefore, a correct
understanding of the nature and goal
of the ecumenical movement is imper-
ative and the need of a basic agree-
ment called for, for further discussion
on the role of the Malankara Catholic
Church, for that matter of any Oriental
Catholic Church, in the ecumenical
movement of the Church.

The nature and goal of ecumenism

That Christianity remains divided
today is a painful fact, and even a
most scandalous one, contradictory
and detrimental to the very message
of it. Elforts for reconciliation have
unfortunately turned out to be causes
for further division and estrangement.
Closer study of the situation reveals
that, apart from the doctrinal differen-
ces, prejudices and misunderstandings
play a great role to keep the comm-
unities away from one another preven-
ting them from closer contact and
mutual acceptance. Finding themselves
in this state of alienation and division,
the Churches are getting more and
more aware of the need for coming
together, to understand each other,
to share with each other the riches
they possess as Christian communi-
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lies. I his quest for universality is
uiging I hem to grow in the mystery
ol Christ, healing and restoring their
tradition* that, might have been muti-
uted and damaged in the course of
history, bv way of sharing and dia-
logue. It is (his common search for
integrity and wholeness, that gave
bnth to the modern ecumenical move-
ment. It is the mutual encounter
between ecclesial traditions that have
suffered distortion, the drawing toge-
ther of separated brethren, the healing
of communities that have been injured,
the integration of all Christians in
the una Sancta ’. Ecumenism, there-
fore, is a movement to restore unity
among Churches and achieve univers-
ality of their heritage through dialogue
mutual enrichment, acceptance of each
other in each one's unique ecclesial
reality and individuality. Ecumenism
primarily envisages ecclesial commu-
nities and spiritual traditions and
not individuals and immediate situa-
tions. Promotion of Christian Unity
takes place on both levels, but the
two aspects are clearly distinct, though
not opposed. Vat. II Council places
both of them in the same movement
worked out and guided bv Ihe Holv
Spirit .

4 J

A basic agreement

All of us know what the ecumeni-
cal movement has in recent years
brought about within the Church of
Christ. It has helped us to come closer,
dispel prejudices, understanding each
other deeper and better. It has provi-
ded us with opportunities to worship
and pray together experiencing at
least in a small degree the underlying
unity that keeps us together. We have
learned to help each other out of love
for Christ, discovering our common
social responsibility. With ever more

ecumenical Hole
j

>-

q

enthusiasm and seriousness we have
engaged in common and ecumenical
studies to equip ourselves to find
solutions of problems confronting the
Church. Above all, amidst our growing
experience of unity, we have learnt
to identify our real disagreements and
differences which keep us in a constant
awareness that we have vet to go a
long way, towards the unity we are
all praying and craving for with great
hope.

While we are willing lo acknow-
edge the good results that have been
brought about by the ecumenical
movements, we have to admit that
our ecumenical involvements are still
limited and they are yet to be direc-
ted to the goal they ought to aim at
or reach in due course.

It is common knowledge that even
the most prominent organisations of
the ecumenical movement are labouring
under the pressure of inconsistencies
and contradictions. Professor Zander
speaks for the Orthodox Church; “The
ecumenical problem thus paradoxically
combines mutually exclusive principles
and there seems to be no way out of
it.” Professor Edmund Schlirk of the
Evangelical Church in Germany has
no hesitation to describe the W. C. C.
as the most paradoxical organisation.
While the W. C. C., he points out, is
the fellowship of Churches which
recognises our Lord Jesus Christ as
God and Saviour and sets unity of all
Christians and communion among the
Churches as its goal, it has neither
the power nor the machinery to make
the member-Churches effectivelv attain
it; while it suggests brotherly assis-
tance to each other, it shrinks under
its inability to call upon the member-
Churches to lilt the anathemas they
have imposed upon each other.”5

.
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In other words, W. C. C. or any
other organisation is justified in exis-
ting or living with these contradictions
only if it tends to make progress
towards the unity of its member
Churches in which they can enjoy full

communion in the Lord whose Will it

is that they should meet Him as one
Church and not divided.

The success and effectiveness of
these organisations shall, therefore, be
evaluated in terms of the goal of unity
they purport to facilitate and promote.
We do well if we keep on reminding
ourselves that the goal of ecumenism
is complete, full, unity of the People
of God, bringing the Mystical Body
of Christ to its perfect fulfilment by
means of dialogue, co-operation, inte-
gration and by drawing Christians
and their ecclesial communities toget-
her reconciling them and healing their
damaged traditions.

Unity : God's Grace and our task

Assessing the inner reality of the
Church and placing it existentially in
the wider context of the redemptive
plan of God, we find that the unity
of the Church is not based on the
work of its members. It is not the
product of the members it joins toget-
her; rather the members are product
of it, and it makes them one in itself
and they cannot live as such unless
they are all united to Him. Thus the
Church exists more truly in Christ
than it exists in the multiplicity of
His members. The members of the
Church are one because they have
been chosen and called to be a people
of one God; because they are all
baptized and incorporated into the
same Spirit; the underlying invisible
principle of the unity of the Church
is the Holy Spirit who is sent to
His people by the Father through
His only begotten Son. That is to say,
the Church unity is springing forth
from the inner life of the most Holy
Irinity and it is based on the inten-
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tionality of the single saving act of
God. This ultimate unity and nothing
less is what Christ desired for His
Followers: “That they may be one, as
we also are one” (Jn. 17:21).

This is, therefore, a sacred, super-
natural unity, a fellowship given as a
grace to be cherished and enjoyed by
the People of God. That the source
and principle of Christian unity is

the unifying and vivifying Spirit given
by the Father in His Son, does not
leave those who are called upon to
be His Church, free from their obliga-
tion to respond to the call of God.
For, the unity God has given His
Church is to be expressed in terms of
a response realised through the cause
of salvation history. Since we are
created one, we ought to be one; since
we are redeemed as a people of God
by the Father in His son through the
Spirit, we have to remain and appear
as such. In other words, ours is not
the task of creating the unity of the
Church in Christ, but the Church must
give expression to it in its actual life

and mission. This is the great task
confronting the Church on earth.

Aiming at a visible Unity

Fixing our starting point in our
task of giving expression to our unity
as the people of God constituted in
Christ through the working of the
Holy Spirit, we cannot forget to direct
our ecumenical activities towards
attaining a visible unity of the Church.
For if we stop at the unity of the
Church as verified and realised in our
incorporation into Christ only, without
laying sufficient stress on the need of
expressing it in the concrete reality
and life situations of the Church in
the form of a visible unity, there is
always the danger of ecclesiastical
docetism and spiritualism.

The unity of the people of God
is effected in accordance with the
dispositions of God’s salvific will and
it is along the same lines of the
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redemptive plan and work that it is

expressed, enriched and completed.
Hence it follows the law of incarna-
tion. The Church is the continuation
of the mystery of Christ, dynamically
present in the world, through the
members united to Him, in His Spirit.
1 he manifestation of the power of the
Spirit has to take visible forms. The
Spirit being one impels us to be one
not only invisibly and anonymously
but also visibly and in recognisable
forms. Hence the people of God as
the Body of Christ is constituted as
a visible fellowship in the Word,
Sacraments and Orders. In fact this
Body of Christ is formed in its basic
expression by the participation in the
Body of Christ in the Sacrament of
the Eucharist, which has to be
further manifested in the concrete
forms of Christian life in the day-
to day life situation. A fellowship that
is not recognisably both divine and
human is no ecclesial fellowship at
all. It follows that although the divine
element is primary and creative in
the Church the human element may
not be left to chance.

Hence all Christian Churches tend
to defend a visible unity as essential
for the Church if it has to have any
meaning as an effective sign and symbol
of unity for the world.

The W. C. C. in its third general
assembly held at New Delhi in 1961,
explained this theme in its statement
on unity: “we believe that the unity
which is both God’s Will and His gift
to His Church is being made visible
as all in each place who are baptised
into Jesus Christ and confess Him as
Lord and Saviour are brought by the
Holy Spirit into one fully committed

fellowship, holding the one Apostolic
faith, preaching the one Gospel,
breaking the one bread, joining in
common prayer, and having a corpor-
ate life reaching out in witness and
service to all and who at the same
time are united with the whole
Christian fellowship in all places and
all ages in such wise that ministry
and members are accepted by all, and
that all can act and speak together
as occasion requires for the tasks to
which God calls His people. It is for
such unity that we believe we must
pray and work.” 6

Taking a step further, in the fifth
general assembly at Nairobi in 1975,
the W. C. C. declared:

4 We believe
that we are called to the goal of visible
unity and have, therefore, struggled
as previous assemblies have done, to
describe more fully that goal ” 7

A definite expression of the quest
for visible unity can be seen in the
‘Ten proposition for visible unity’
advanced by the Churches' unity
commission in England. The first two
of the propositions run as follows:
“1. We reaffirm our belief that the
visible unity in life and mission of all
Christ's people is the Will of God.
2. We. therefore, declare our willing-
ness to join in a covenant actively
to seek that visible unity.” 8

Already in the first preparatory
meeting of this commission the Bishop
of St. Edmundsbury pointed out why
they insisted on the goal of visible
unity: “We seek visible unity because
only a united body of people realising
their interdependence on each other
and their dependence on Christ can
so act ” 9

.

6. Cf. The New Delhi Report, London, 1962, p. 116
7. Cf. Nairoby Assembly of the W. C. C. (Ed. D. S. Amalorpavadas), Bangalore,

1976, p. 72
8. Cf. ‘Churches’ Unitv Commission’: The propositions, in ‘One in Christ’

Vol X II 1976, p. 209
9. Cf. ibid, p. 199.
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It is, therefore, clear that all
Churches, Catholic, Orthodox and
rotestant, do really affirm and seek

organic and visible Church-unity as
the goal of all our ecumenical ende-
avours and encounters.

Two trends of conceiving this Church-unity

It may be asked if this unity be
conceived as a unity achieved alon«
the lines of a fulfilment and comple-
tion of the existing visible reality and
mity of the Church (the classical
vmw-point of the Catholic and
Oithodox Churches, each identifying
of course, the existing visible unity as
I hat. of its own Church) or as a creation
of an external unity for the invisible
Chuich that exists above all the
present Christian Communions (the
general protestant view). This very
difference of opinion itself is an ecu-
menical problem and, in fact, the
most fundamental of all, which we
cannot afford to be unaware of in our
discussions.

The ecumenical movement promoted by
the Malankara Catholic Church

Ecumenism being understood thus
as a movement to promote Church
Unity, we are in a position to assess
the role of the Malankara Catholic
Church in this regard. Starting from
the very reunion event in 1930 the
Malankara Catholic Church has respon-
ded to the divine call to Unity and
has vigorously continued this process
of promoting Christian unity both on
the individual level and on the ecu-
menical level and according to the
correct Catholic principles. Here we
deal only with its ecumenical aspect
' cl

1

(,se

,

ly the s,eat
event that took place in the Malankara
Uim-ch in 1930 and the efforts for
unity that preceded it and all that it
lias contributed to the ecclesial life
and mission of the Church in general
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and Malankara Church in particular,
one cannot fail to understand that the
Heunion event in 1930 and the Move-
ment it has given birth were significant
contributions to the ecumenical
movement in our day.

The encounter and the mutual acceptance

Anyone who seriouslv studies the
Reunion in 1939 in the'' Malankara
Church will discover that the event
was the crowning point of a continuous
and active dialogue between the
Malankara Church and the Apostolic
See of Rome. Ever since the separa-
tion of the Malankara Church from the
Catholic Communion, the former was
making strenuous efforts to reestablish
that communion and accept the
primacy of the Roman Pontiff safe-
guarding its individuality. During the
course of this dialogue and discussions,
the Holy See of Rome was gradually
led to approve and accept the ecclesial
identity of the Malankara Church
having acknowledged its spiritual
traditions and religious heritage. But
only after three centuries of strenuous
efforts for dialogue, all of which met
with various degrees of failure, could
this mutual acceptance be effected at
least in principle 10

.

Sometimes the Reunion Event is
badly understood or inadequately
described as a return of repentant
individuals to their paternal home.
.... Non-Catholics, especially those

ol the Malankara Church look down
upon it as a betrayal and desertion
of their mother Church perpetuated

Ik *
a
X
our of tIle Roman Church. But

the Heunion Movement led by the
late Mar Ivanios of Happy Memory
was neither a mere refuge to the
paternal household nor a desertion of
the maternal home surrendering it to
any alien domination. That it was an
ecclesial event and an ecclesial act, is

10. Cf. Cyril Malancharuvil, The Syro-Malankara Church
, Alwaye,1973 pp. 102-117,
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clear from the history of the Reunion
Movement.

In fact, the revolt in 1653,
against the Portuguese Missionaries
was an attempt to protect the ecclesial
status, the rights, privileges and the
autonomy of the apostolic Church in
Malabar. In all the negotiations for
a reconciliation after the rift, it was
again these demands and claims for
autonomy that came up for discussion
which, unfortunately could not be
settled amicably in the beginning".

I lie leaders of the Malankara Church
insistently continued to claim for their
autonomy and submitted that the Holy
See of Rome should acknowledge the
ecclesial status of the Malankara
Church as one having inviolable rights
based on their apostolic origin and
traditions 12

. In the successful reunion
in 1930, while the reuniting prelates
of the Malankara Church accepted the
primacy of the Pope, Bishop of Rome,
he being the successor of St Peter
in the Holy See of Rome, the Holy
See readily acknowledged the ecclesial
status of the Malankara Church and
accepted its legitimate traditions and
spiritual legacy as authentically
Christian and apostolic 13

.

This was therefore, an historic
encounter between two apostolic
Churches in which both were reconci-
led, healed and perfected in terms of
fullness of communion and Catholicity.
The ecclesial unity achieved by the
Malankara Catholic Church through
the Reunion event and Movement
remains, perhaps, the only event of
this century, in which ecumenism, or
an ecumenical movement, has reached
the goal it purports to achieve.

Accepting that the success of this

ecumenical movement is partial as
several ecclesial communities of the
-Malankara Church are still reluctant
to commit themselves to this mutual
encounter and acceptance, we regret
to note that the significance of this
is still disregarded and it is not
appreciated as a glorious stage of the
achievement of the goal of ecumenism
understood as the promotion of Church
unity in Malankara. In fact, this sad
situation itself is one of the ecumeni-
cal problems that confronts us.

Dialogue and sharing continues

By the emergence of the Malankara
Catholic Church and its existence in
the big Catholic Communion, the
possibility of setting an ecclesial
ground for real sharing and dialogue
between the Catholic and Non-
Catholic Churches was looming large.
The Malankara Catholic Church pro-
vides a common forum for the Catholic
Faith and the Malankara Traditions
to meet. Rooted in the spiritual
traditions of the ancient Malankara
Church and at the same time enjoying
the Catholic Communion, the Malankara
Catholic Church paves the way for a
deeper understanding between the
Catholic and Non Catholic communi-
ties. Through the reunited families,
who are still closely related and
acquainted with their non-catholic
brethren, the latter gain ample possi-
bilities to learn more about the
Catholic Church giving them good
opportunities to remove prejudices
and expel misunderstandings. Similar-
ly through the Malankara Catholic
Church, the other Churches in the
Catholic Communion, get a deeper
knowledge and closer contact with
the life and spiritual heritage of the

11. Cf. Cniiseppe S. Maria, Prima speditione alia India Orientali, Romae, 1666
pp 120-126.

12. Cf. Cyril Malancharuvil op. cit. pp. 102-117
13. Cf. ibid pp. 122-131
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Apostolic Malankara Church. Thus
placed within the Universal Church,
the Malankara Catholic Church has to
witness to the truth of diversity in
unity among the Catholics, and being
i elated to the Non-Catholic Malankara
communities it has to be before them
a persuasive testimonial and witness
to the need of unity in diversity l4

.

This role is most significant to the
promotion of dialogue, mutual under-
standing and acceptance among the
Churches envisaged in the ecumenical
movement and its activities.

A process of healing and restoration of

an ancient Church

If ecumenism is understood as a
quest for universality and wholeness,
as well as a process of healing and
restoration, the Churches that have
been alienated from other Churches
and got impoverished by their
division, shall have to be recon-
ciled and healed by their entry in
to communion with each other.

Ihe Church in Malankara because
of its origin from the Apostle
M. ( homas has been claiming the
rights and privileges of an apostolic
Church. In fact, the revolt in 1653,
as we have already noted, was the
result of a defence of this autonomy
against the interference of the
missionaries. But unfortunately this
ended up in the loss of the comm-
union with the Holy see of Rome and
consequently the Catholic Communion.
Thus the Malankara Church, in its
state of being cut off from the full
Catholic Communion, could not claim
to be fully authentic in terms of its
individuality as an apostolic Church
and of its Catholicity as the Church
of Christ. Hence its entry into the
full communion with the Universal
Church through its communion with

the Holy See of Rome was necessary
to regain its role and position as an
authentic, individual and apostolic
Church in the one Church of Christ.
This was regained, at least in partial
fulfilment, when the Malankara comm-
unity has accepted communion with
the Catholic Church through the See
of Rome, retaining its legitimate
traditions and spiritual heritage and
emerged as the Malankara Catholic
Church. The existence of the Malankara
Catholic Church in the Catholic Comm-
union and the acceptance of it in that
communion is the symbolic reality
of the restoration of the ancient
Malankara Church to its authentic
ecclesial dignity and status of an
apostolic local Church. This then is

also a strong affirmation of the Vat. II
Council’s ecclesiology, which in fact
was loudly proclaimed in anticipation
in the reunion event in 1930, that
each individual Church has its own
right of being individual and autono-
mous as long as it remains in the
Catholic Communion through its comm-
union wth the Roman Pontiff.

This, in turn, is a strong plea
and a sure indication as to which
direction the ecumenical movement
should advance among the ecclesial
communities of the Malankara
Apostolic Church.

The Task ahead.

As it has been said earlier, the
Malankara Catholic Church considers
the promotion of Church unity as its
special vocation and does involve
itself in fulfilling this obligation.
Evidently the teachings and directions
given by the Council Vat. II in its
Decree on Ecumenism remain the
basic guidelines for this task. 15 A
commentary on them is not attempted
here. However, a particular point

14. Cf. C. A. Abraham,
1980, p. 7

15. Cf. U R ms. I1I-VI

FifUi years in Ihe Bond of Catholic Unity. Trivandrum,
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that may be more relevant in this
regard may be mentioned.

The hermeneutic principle of the unity of

the Church:

The Churches though agreed upon
the need of unity, have not come to
an agreement on what this unity
should be and how it should be atta-
ined. This agreement, however, cannot
be expected unless there should be an
agreement on the concept of the
Church itself. The meaning of the
phrase ‘One Church’ depends mainly
upon our conception of the church.
For the meaning of the word ‘One’
depends upon the meaning of that
which is one, and the quality of one-
ness varies according to the reality
that must be one. Hence the kind of
unity we envisage of the Church is

predetermined by the kind of concept
of the Church we have. That is to
say, the hermeneutic principle of the
unity of the Church to be achieved or
expressed is the concept of the Church
we explicitly or implicitly have. The
hermeneutic principle of the concept
of the Church, however, is determined
by the particular outlook of the
Church or the denomination we happen
to belong to. A step further, on the
philosophical plane, the concrete man
of history as he lives his life is the
hermeneutic principle of all human
understanding. Thus our disagreement
in the interpretation of the concept
and unity of the Church may partly
be remedied by our awareness of the
manifold levels of this hermeneutical

problem.

Each Church and denomination
as well as the members belonging to
that Church or denomination con-
sciously or unconsciously entertain
concept of the Church that in various
degree differ from one another. Here
is the hermeneutic problem of the
ecumenical movement- This problem
is acute not merely in a theoretical
understanding of the Church. As the

current notion of the interdependence
of theory and practice well shows,
the hermeneutic problem in ecumeni-
cal movement is both theoretical
and practical. As a result of this
interdependence the problem of
undestanding, especially in the case
of the quest for Church unity is

multidimensional.

Common Understanding of the

Church needed.

Ihe solution to this impasse cannot
be merely theoretical, nor can it be
merely practical. Hence it should be
sought along the lines of a gradual
and painful reprisal and renewal of
Christian life by all Churches and
ecclesial groups. Only a converted man
can work for unity. This is also true

of the Churches. A renewed Church of

the kind will have a concept of the

Church that is more representative

of the reality of the Church of Christ.

Along with this, a common under-
standing of the concept of the Church
has to be sought after, not only in

ecumenical study groups but also in

the concrete life situation of the
Churches. Only through the interaction
between these two process of arriving
at a common understanding of the
church and living in it constantly
renewed and reformed, the concrete
forms of Church unity will be shaped
and rendered relevant. Since both
theory and practice are necessary to

reveal our goal, the local Church,
where the day to day life of the faith-

ful is lived, is not merely a field of

experiment for our theories. Our
theories become genuine and effective

only in the practice of day to day
life of the vision enshrined in the
theories. As a consequence of such
practice the theory itself is tested,

enlivened, proved and enriched, where-
by a new vision and a new theory
come to hand. Now progress is possible.

Our goal becomes clearer and tied to
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practice and living. Thus a new under-
standing of the church and of its

unity as something to be achieved
becomes clearer and credible.

This is a responsible task to be
undertaken by the faithful under the
guidance and direction of the Hier-
archy as pointed out by the Council
Vat ll 16

. This is the ‘Responsible risk’
cautiously recommened by the W. C. C.
that has to be taken by the individual
churches with the necessity of ‘Exert-
ing Pressure on the limits of their
own inherited traditions 17

.

Particular traditions open to each other

Every Christian has received the
Gospel message through the tradition
of a particular Church and is incorpor-
ated by Baptism into the one Church
within that particular tradition. These
traditions, therefore, have their force
and underlying influences as sources
of confessional formulae and doctrinal
tenets. Accepting, however, the fact
of a divided Christendom the understan-
ding of our traditions can be broaden-
ed. A broadened understanding of
our traditions naturally exerts pressure
on the life situations we live in the
church. As soon as these traditions
are brought to life by making them
relevant in actual conflict situations
of Christian life, we lose much of their
power as reactionary forces in striving
after unity. These traditions, therefore,
can serve the cause of unity only to
the extent of their ability to be open
to each other and get enriched in
terms of fulfilment and perfection.
Hence in a true and genuine involve-
ment in our quest for a visible unity
of the Church of christ we have to
exert pressure on our own inherited
traditions in exchange of the greater
values and gifts received in our pursuit
after unity.

Dispositions required.

It is obvious that the taking of
such steps can hardly leave our concepts
and beliefs and existing church struct-
ure untouched, a salutary change and
evolution that should be well received
and accelerated.

It is against this background that
both the Vat. II Council and the
W. C. C. called for a change of heart
as the basic condition for ecumenical
dialogue worthy of its name insisting
on the need of being open to the Spirit
who leads us into this unity and who
makes us capable of expressing it, in
concrete forms of a true ecclesial life.

This alone will help us to examine
and evaluate our unconscious and
conscious presuppositions, be they
dogmatic, philosophical or anthropolo-
gical.

fhe W. C. C. has already foreseen
the cost of this involvement in the
pursuit of unity. “The achievement
of unity will involve nothing less than
a death and rebirth of many forms
of church life as we have known them.
We believe that nothing less costlv
can finally suffice’’ 18

.

Church Unity seen as the unity of

redemption.

The unity of Christianity is the
unity of a redemption which though
worked out and inaugurated in Jesus
Christ, has to be fully achieved by
the people of God step by step through
the death-resurrection pattern of life,
Christ himself has willingly accepted
from His Father.

Understanding Church unity in
relation with the saving act of God
manifest in the redemptive work of
Jesus Christ has deep ecumenical

16. Cf. U R n 1 n. VII. n 10-12
17. Cf. New Delhi Report, p. 12.
18. Cf. ibid p. 117
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significance. For this will enable us to
interpret the picture of unity visualis-
ed for the Church more in keeping
with a concept of the Church, that
would be more acceptable to many of
the Christian Churches and communi-
ties. There is a growing tendency to

understand the Church as the dynamic
presence of the Risen Lord in relation-
ship with man or as the expression of

Christ’s continued unifying saving
activity 19

. This conception of the
Church, while safegurding the continu-
ity of the single saving intentionality
of Christ brings into relief the reality
of the saving act here and now, and
consequently with the changes needed
in the visible elements that constitute
the Church’s expressiveness. This gives
room for arriving at a better, more
relevant visible unity of the Church
prayerfully hoped for by all. Consist-

ent with the features of the saving
act of God, the one Church then
becomes all-embracing, (being the
expression of the saving intentionality
of Christ), necessarily unfulfilled (being
situated in between the ressurection
and parousea), demanding (being
composed of the people of God entrust-

ed with the duty of building up of

the body of Christ to its mature
measure) and destined for inevitable

fulfilment (being assured by Christ20 ).

This sort of Church-unity does
not imply simple uniformity of organis-

ation, rite or expression, as the W. C. C.

feared 21
, but there will be enough

theological space for legitimate plura-
lism contributing to the fullest express-
ion of the life of the Spirit.

An understanding of the Church
and of its unity along these lines will

cut a middle way between the two

positions one holding on to a once-
for-all well-established one Church
and the other gropingly waiting for
the emergence of an ideal super Church.

Conclusion

If the ecumenical movement has
its goal the promotion of the unity
of Churches by healing their mutilated
traditions and enriching their impo-
verished spiritual patrimony through
dialogue, encounter, reconciliation and
mutual acceptance, with the emergence
of the Malankara Catholic church a
new chapter in the history of the
ecumenical movement hai been written
down. For through the Reunion event
in 1930, a wing of the old Christian
community in Malankara has regained
the Communion of the Catholic Church
safeguarding its ecclesial identity. If

it was the restoration of apostolic
heritage and dignity of an apostolic
Church on the part of the Malankara
Church, it was a new encounter and
dialogue with an apostolic Church on
the part of the other individual
Churches in communion with the Holy
see of Rome. That the unity of the
Catholic Church is expressed in the
communion of individual Churches
united with the Roman Pontiff and
with the holy see of Rome is strongly
and clearly brought into relief in the
event of the reunion and continues to

be affirmed by the Malankara Catholic
Church. The existence of three rites

in India promoting different ways of

liturgical worship, theological thinking
and pastoral practices, is a loud pro-

clamation of this ecclesial vision. While
the Malankara Catholic Church strongly
defended that the ecclesial identity of

every individual Church, based on its

own individuality in terms ofits liturgy,

19. Cf. Peter Chirico, ss,: “One Church: What does it mean?” in Theo-

logical Studies, 1967, pp. 659-682.

20. Cf. ibid
, pp. 681-682.

21. Cf. New Delhi Report, p. 117.
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discipline, spiritual patrimony and
cultural heritage, is to be safeguarded
as an ecclesial treasure, it has clearly
proved that the authenticity of these
individual Churches is rooted in their
communion with the supreme pastor
in the Holy See of Rome, he being
the successor of Peter, the Head of
the Apostles and Vicar of Christ in
His Church. Within the Catholic
communion the Malankara Catholic
Church has to witness to the truth of
the Catholicity of the Church of Christ
and in its relationship with the non-
Catholic Malankara communities it has
to allirm the need of communion
among the Churches. In other words,
making it possible for the Churches
especially the different ecclesial
communities of the Malankara Church,
agree on the concept and reality of
the Church, not only in theory but
also in practice, is the great ecumeni-
cal task of the Malankara Catholic
Church. The overcoming of the theo-
retical and practical difficulties
involved in this task is itself the
ecumenical problem that confronts
us. And yet we should remember that
the solution of this problem and the
achievement of the unity of the
Churches will only effectively proclaim
the truth that God has redeemed His
people in Jesus Christ uniting them
in His Holy Spirit. Looking forward

Metropolitan Cyril Mar Baselios

to our eccumenical role, we should
be aware that the search for a visible
organic unity oftheChurch of Christ
that remains divided in the world by
the sinfulness of man, can be made
fruitful and effective only by genuine
ecumenical dialogue among the Chur-
ches fully open to the guidance of the
Spirit, the source of our unity. As we
visualise the unity of the Church in
accordance with our concept of the
Church, our discussions on Church
unity will bear no fruit if we don’t
and cannot agree on a common concept
of the Church. The common under-
standing of the Church is not the
result of a mere theoretical reason-
ing nor of mere compromising
practices. It should be formed both
in ecumenical studies and in authen-
tic ecclesial life to have any ecumeni-
cal significance. The authenticity of
the emerging new concept of the
Church and of its unity will be based
on the reality of the Christian life,
constantly renewed and reformed in
the ecclesial community. The pattern
followed in this process must be the
Death-Resurrection’ pattern of the
redemptive work of Christ. The achi-
evement of unity then becomes the
appropriation of the grace of salvation
and the gift of redemption we have
been granted by God in Christ through
His Spirit.

8

Metropolitan Cyril Mar Baselios



Holy Father’s Letter to

the Bishops of India-A Response

1. Introduction

The letter of Ilis Holiness Pope
John Paul 11 issued from the Vatican
on 28 May 1987 “to my venerable
Brothers the Bishops of India”, is

indeed an epoch-making event in the
history of Christianity in India. As
desired by the Holy Father let us

hope and pray “that it will be given
the full support of all the Bishops of

the country”, and all our “priests,

religious and faithful... accept and
co-operate fully in its implementa-
tion.’’

The Syro-Malabar Church has
special reason for thinking the Lord
and for rejoicing, for this historic

intervention of the Holy Father has
opened up new avenues for its growth.

An attempt is made in this article to

respond to the letter point by point,

to bring out certain nuances, and
comment on certain points the Holy
Father has specifically stated, and
certain others he has left out without
a mention.

In the introductory paragraph of

the letter the Holy Father mentions
the study that has been going on
“with regard to the inter-ritual ques-

tions which have arisen in India in

recent years”, lriter-ritual questions

have arisen in India not in recent

limes but ever since the Latin mis-

sionaries came to India, and specifi-

cally from 1599 when the so called

Synod of Diamper inaugurated a sys-

tematic process of latinising and sub-

jugating the Church of the St. Thomas
Christians. This letter has a wider
and more historic significance than it

purports to have: it corrects many an
aberration in inter-Church relations

and Catholic communion that has
existed in India from the introduction
of Western Christianity in fndia until

today.

The Holy Father goes on to refer

to the promise he made to the bishops

of India during his pastoral visit to

India in February 1986, that he
“would do everything possible to ensure
a just and fair settlement of the issues,

one that would take into account all

the pastoral exigencies of unity and
truth” It should be frankly admitted
that few people in India then thought
this issue would be resolved in so short

a time. Experts in Oriental Church
affairs seriously doubted whether the
present Pope would ever give a just

solution to this question. It should be
stated to the credit of the Holy Father

that he has kept his promise, and that

too so f el ici tiously. By this he has

won the everlasting gratitude of Ori-

entals not only in India, but all over

the world, because this letter would
be a trend-setter in inter-church re-

lations all over the world.

2. The Pontifical Commission

The letter gives the impression
that the appointment of the ponti-

fical commission followed immediately
after the promise the Pope made to

the bishops of India in February 1986.
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But in between there was the special
synod of Bishops in Home convened
by the Holy Father to evaluate the
implementation of the decisions of theSecond Vatican Council. At theBishops Synod the three Oriental
Archbishops of India in a series ofvery effective interventions made ithome to the synod fathers that the
decisions of the council with regard
to inter-ritual relations had not been
implemented in India even after twen-
ty live years. Their speeches received
wide coverage and favourable com-
ments from the Italian press. The re-
presentatives of the bishops’ confe-
rences all over the world envinced
great concern over the plight of the
Orientals in India. It was under such
circumstances that the Holy bather
announced to the Synod fathers his
decision to appoint the pontifical
commission.

Considering the composition of
the pontifical commission, (Cardinal

and thP °r
St

,

ate
.

be,nS ,ts president
and the Cardinal prefects of twoHoman congregations being among its
members), we learn that such a high-
lanking pontifical commission has notbeen appointed over nearly 300 years
After the Holy Father announced the
composilionof the Pontifical commis-
ion, something rather improper ha-
ppened; when a C. B C. I. meeting
vas ,n session, the Latin bishops ofIndia had a meeting of their own andresolved unanimously to request theHoly Father that Archbishop Henry

of the
3

P
S
° iTVbe appointed member

of the Pontifical Commission. This

crfibed°th
When * H° ly Father des~cnbed the composition of the ponti-

Iical commission Archbishop HenrvD Souza was not mentioned by namebut included in "and others". What-

rie7v
W
n f

mig
P think ab0ut the Prop-riety of such procedure, we should

rejoice because the Latin bishops have

chief "°nuke
UndS to com plain that their

nn
f

r
P man was not heard by the

pontifical commission.
y

Fr. Sebastian Poonoly C.M.I.

The letter gives a very lone
description of the composition, pro-
cedure, and working of the pontifical
commission but does not say anything
about its conclusions, proposals or re-
commendations, or how these are re-
lated to the pastoral instructions

fZ
en the Ho,y Fat^r in the

letter. The Holy Father states that
tne commission considered the pastoral
historical theological and canonical
aspects of the issue and the “wealth
of counciliar teaching was given an
eminent place”. We may safely pre-
sume that the findings of the ‘study’
(this word is used three times with
reference to the work of the commis-
sion) by the commission were in gen-
eral accepted by the Holy Father and
incorporated in the letter.

3. Apostolic Visitor

We have seen how the letter
makes no mention of the special
bishops synod; but it makes a more
serious omission: there is no mention
of appointment of Archbishop Antony
Fadiyara as Apostolic Visitor of the
Syro-Malabar Catholics residing out-

iuT, te
i
ritory ° r the rep° rt

submitted by h,m. The appointment
was by Pope John Paul I and the
report was submitted to the present
Pope. This is too important a matter
to be omitted wrthout serious reasons.

This omission is all the more
surprising because, from what weknow of the Apostolic Visitor’s reportand his recommendations, this falls in

PontT
1

‘i

th® study” made by the
Pontifical commission and the pastoral
instructions given by the Holy Father
in the letter. What would have pro-

f?
6 H °Iy Father to totally

neglect the report of the Apostolic
^ ls, tor, in which he would have found

cUrn??
0UndS f° r hiS Past0ral i,lstru -

We can arrive at only one re-
ason; the Holy Father wanted his
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pastoral instructions to be acceptable
especially to the Latin bishops of
India who, he knew, had serious re-
servations about the findings and
recommendations of the Apostolic
Visitor. Nothing would be lost, and
much could be gained, by playing
down those things repugnant to the
Latin bishops of India. We can only
appreciate the pastoral sensitivity of
the Holy Father.

4.

St. Thomas Christians

Section 2 of the letter is a histo-
rical note on the origin and evolution
of Christianity in India. The first

paragraph is about “a considerable
community of Christians, known as
St. Thomas Christians”. This is a
very guarded statement: this com-
munity has existed “since very ancient
times”, not from apostolic times; “in
southern India”, not all over India.
This is also true of their connection
with St. Thomas the Apostle: it is

“a very strong tradition” that he
“visited and laboured in India, both
in the extreme south and what is

known today as the Madras-Mylapore
area”. The reference to the tomb is

all the more cautious: “There is even
a tomb in Mylapore which is venerated
as his resting place”.

The Holy Father does recognize
the St. Thomas tradition of the Ori-
entals of India, but not to the extent
to which they ascribe it, or even to
the extent to which earlier popes,
like Pius XII had gone. By limiting
them to “Southern India”, their
claims over the whole of Indir (Kolia
hendo), is not recognised. What the
Pope does state here should be wel-
come to the Orientals in India, though
they may have a complaint that he
has not fully understood their Chri-
stian origins.

It is gratifying to note that the
Holy Father mentions the arrival of

“groups of Christians from the Middle
East, later on, at various times”, so
that there was “the Church in India”
before their arrival, which was “stre-
ngthened” by them, and they “be-
came assimilated into the Church
already there.”

5. Latin Missionaries

The second paragraph of section
2 of the letter is about the arrival
of the Latin missionaries from “the
thirteenth century” and about the
“missionary activity” “process of

evangelization” till “recent years”.
It may be a little surprising to note
that the Holy Father does not men-
tion Western Christianity in India
as an addition to the Eastern Church
that already existed: there was “the
Church in India”, “the Church already
there”, before the arrival of the Latin
missionaries.

The result of the “coming of the
Latin missionaries” was that “the
missionary activity of the Church
began to extend”. The letter does not
state that the St. Thomas Christians
did not have any missionary activity
before the arrival of the Latin miss-
ionaries; but it does state that it was
expanded only after their arrival The
letter gives a graphic picture of the
expansion of the missionary activity:

from Calicut to Cochin, from Cochin
to Goa, then throughout the present
day India, and finally to areas which
todav are themselves independent
neighbouring countries.

6. Generous collaboration

The last part of the second section
of the letter is a glowing tribute to
the generous collaboration of the Syro-
Malabarians in this process of e\an-
gelisation. This had two phases. The
first phase, which “has always existed”,
was on an individual basis, “on the
part of priests, religious and laity

baptized in the Syro Malabar Rite”.
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rhe letter does not state that this
"generous collaboration” meant that
these priests, religious and laity had
to renounce their ritual identity, put
on Latin ritual identity, and work in
Latin dioceses. 01 course there was
‘ generous collaboration”, but this was
necessitated by unjust inter-ritual re-
lations, and the division of the whole
of India and Latin Dioceses and the
limiting of the Syro-Malabar Church
into 0 4X of the territory of India.
I he Holy Father does not mention
such uncomfortable historical facts.

The second phase of the "gener-
ous collaboration” in the process of
evangelization has been on the part
of the "Syro-Malabar Church itself in
certain areas of the north”. Here
generous collaboration” has been on

the side of Latin bishops too because
it was bishops like Archbishop Eugene
D’Souza who took the initiative in
carving out of Latin Diocese territo-
ries for the Syro-Malabar Church for
evangelization.

The Holy Father says that "This
collaboration should not be forgotten”
and praises all for upholding the age-
old^ adage: "salus animarum suprema
lex . He makes no mention of the
unjust inter-church relations existing
in India for centuries, but couroge-
ously goes on to change the situation
radically.

7. The Second Vatican Council

The Holy Father has already
stated in section 1 that in the study
of the pontifical commission, "the
wealth of the conciliar teaching was
given an eminent place”. In section 3
of the letter the Holy Father quotes
the relevant articles from the Decree
Chris tus Dominus” on the pastoral

Office °| the Bishops in the Church and
the Decree Orientalium Ecclesiarum”
on the Catholic Eastern Churches, and
states that the provisions contained
in these Decrees apply to India.

Fr. Sebastian Poonoly C.M.I.

It is to be noted that in this
letter the Holy Father does not deve-
lop any new principles or norms with
regard to inter-ritual relations: he
merely states that the principles and
norms established twenty five years ago
by the Second Vatican Ecumenical
Council should be applied in India. It
is everybody's knowledge that these
norms have not been implemented in
India by the resistance of the Latin
bishops who held the view that these
norms did not apply to India. The
Holy Father is here demolishing the
position held hitherto by the Latin
bishops.

As usual the Holy Father docs
not condemn the Latin bishops who
have been misusing their pastoral
office. It is to be noted that in the
Bombay-Pune area where the Holy
Father considers the presently exist-
ing situation as mature for the esta-
blishment now of an Eparchy of the
Syro-Malabar Rite, not even a parish
has been established for Syro-Malaba-
rians by the Latin bishops concerned.
In this regard no individual bishop is
to be blamed, because they have been
following a common understanding
and policy.

We cannot fail to note that theH°Iy Father is speaking here in terms
of desire” on the part of Orientals
in general, and that of the Syro-
Malabarians in particular, and not in
terms of their "right” as an individ-
ual Church in the Catholic communion.
He does not speak in the language of
the Code of Canon Law for the Latin
Church which among "the obligations
and rights of all Christ's faithful”
includes the following in canon 214:
Christ’s faithful have the right to
worship God according to the provi-
sions of their own rite approved by
the lawful pastors of the Church; they
also have right to follow their own
form of spiritual life, provided it is in
accord with Church teaching”. The
Syro-Malabarians residing within Latin
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Dioceses have been systematically de-
nied this basic right. Hence it is not
merely a matter fulfilling of a “desire”,
but redressing an injustice. The Holy
Father, however, uses the pastoral
style of reconciliation and this can
only be respected.

8. Variety in Unity

Section 4 of the letter is devoted
by the Holy Father in demolishing
another strategic position hitherto
held by the Latin bishops in India in

clear violation of the teaching ol the
Second Vatican Council in the Decree
on the Catholic Churches in article 2,

that multiplicity of rites in a country
like in India would only destroy the
unity of the Church. The argument
in defence of variety of riles in the
unity of catholic communion is given
in language that would not offend the
Latin bishops.

9. Episcopal Bodies

In section 5 of the letter the Holy
Father lays down three norms and
makes an announcement. Hitherto the
national bishops’ conference of India
which is a statutory body in accor-
dance with the canon law for the
Latin Church, has been virtually fun-
ctioning as an episcopal body for the
entire Catholic Church in India. Accor-
ding to Canon 450 only Latin bishops
would be properly members of the
Episcopal conference, the Oriental
bishops may be invited and may have
only consultative vote.

The Latin bishops of India pleaded
for a change in this provision before
the canon law was enacted, and once
it was enacted, it petitioned exempt-
ion for India. Neither was granted
by the Holy Father. Now the three

individual churches will have their

own episcopal bodies to deal with
ritual matters, and the National Con-
ference of all the Catholic bishops
will continue for questions of common

concern and of a national and supra
ritual character.

The Holy Father speaks of
“epsicopal bodies”; hence it is open
for the byro-Malabar Church, and
also the Syro-Malankara Church, to

have a permanent Synod with at least

a Major Archbishop to preside over it.

This, of course, would depend on the
provisions of the much awaited code
of canon law for the Oriental Churches.

10. Evangelisation

A very real griveance of the
Orienlals in India has been the denial
of the right to evangelise without
denying their Rite. The Holy Father
seems to propose a re-distribution of

areas for missionary activity among
the three churches in India. This task
is left to the Catholic bishops of India
and the Holy Father lays down no
norms except that it should “promote
an evangelisation that will be truly
effective and yet avoid all dangers of

confusion and spirit of rivalry.”

Let us hope and pray that the

Latin bishop-; would give up the dog
in the manger policy hitherto followed;

similarly, the oriental bishops would
have to be more open to the demands
of inculturation and an incarnational
approach to evangelisation. I wish
the Holy Father had been more
specific in this regard.

11. Orientals in Latin Dioceses

Finally the Holy Father re-iterates

the conciliar decrees for the pastoral

care of the Orientals living in Latin
Rite dioceses. Here three things are

made clear (1) The pastoral care of

Orientals living in Latin dioceses rests

with the Latin Ordinary; he has

jurisdiction over them, until a proper
hierarchy is established for them.
It would not be proper, therefore,

for Orientals or their bishops to defy
this authority, as is alledged to be
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done in places like Delhi. Orientals
may have to correct themselves in
this regard.

(2) Latin Bishops have pastoral
care, jurisdiction, over Orientals resid-
ing in their dioceses not for Latinising
them and eventually assimilating and
integrating them into the respective
parish/diocese but for preserving them
in their proper ritual identity, in this
respect the Latin bishops have to
undergo a real conversion of heart
and provide as soon as possible for
an adequate pastoral care of Orientals,
as required by the Holy Father.

“A priest of the Eastern Rite”
would not mean merely a priest
baptized in the Eastern Rite, but
trained and ordained to work in a
Latin Diocese. The proposed ministry
for Orientals could be properly done
only by priests trained and ordained
for the respective Eastern Rite.

The Holy Father leaves the im-
plementation of this instruction to
the good will of the bishops. There is

no reason to think that this hope is

misplaced. In case some bishop fails
to do so, who has to take up the
cause? The faithful themselves. Also
the president of the episcopal body
of the respective Eastern Church.
This aspect is left vague.

(3) The so called “single juris-

Fr. Sebastian Poonoly C.M.l.

diction*’, “one territory, one bishop
theory” is rejected by the Holy
Father. In the same territory bishops
of several rites can have jurisdiction.

Hence the significance of the proposed
establishment of Syro-Malabar Eparchy
in Bombay-Pune Region. Once the
principle is established, it can be used
whenever necessary. The Holy Father
lays down the procedure for this.

12. Conclusion

The concluding sixth section is

a moving appeal by the Holy Father
for unity and communion among the
three individual churches in India.
It borders on the mjstical when the
Pope asks his dear Brothers in the
episcopate “to continue to rellect on
the marvellous mystery of the
Universal Church and all the Churches
or Rites which make up her variety
in unity.”

This letter of Holy Father should
begin a new era in the history of the
Catholic Church in India, a new era
of inner growth and collaboration, of
evangelisation and ecumenism, at the
service of the kingdom of God in our
dear countiy. Neither Latins nor
Orientals have reason to feel elated
or let down. Let us walk faithfully
in the path marked out by the
supreme pastor of the Universal
Church.

Fr. Sebastian Poonoly CMI.

Calicut.



A Chart for De-latinisation

“Circular Letter Concerning Stu-

dies of the Oriental Churches” issued

by William Card. Baum, Prefect, Con-
gregation for Catholic Education,
dated 6 January 1987 and published

in L'Osservatorc Romano (English edi-

tion) on 6 April 1987, is a clear

document indicating the process of

de-latinisation of the entire Catholic

Church. It does not take long to

read the Circular Letter but it takes

considerably more time to understand

its ecclesial impact. There are three

areas in \thich the de-latinisation

process is urgently indicated:

1) In the Circular Letter special

mention is made with regard to the

Eastern studies in theological train-

ing: “In seminaries and theological

faculties, courses should be made
available to the students on the

fundamental notions regarding the

Eastern Churches, their theological

ideas, their ^liturgical and spiritual

traditions ... The students should re-

cognize and come to understand the

liturgical and cultural diversity among
the Eastern Catholic Churches” (n. 10).

Thus the students of the future

Church should possess a better per-

spective in this regard. The Circular

Letter makes the real problem of the

latins explicit when it adds: “How
much is known of the liturgical and
spiritual life of the ancient Christian

traditions?” (n.2). The ignorance is

mainly because of the religious and

clerical formation which follow the

latin pattern. In fact in this regard

the Circular Letter reminds the
Sacrosanclum Concilium, n. 17.

2) The Circular Letter realistically

mentions that “a complete response...

would require action by a number
of Departments of the Holy See”

(n. 8). It is clear that the Letter

affirming the above-mentioned bold

statement has in mind the not very

enviable (past and present) situation

prevalent in many departments, espe-

cially in the Congregation for Oriental

Churches. This Congregation appears

in practice a latin Congregation for

the Oriental Churches. It is a well

known historical fact that this con-

gregation has often been run by indi-

viduals who are not particulary ori-

ental. Moreover, it is a sad fact that

no qualified member of the ancient

Thomas Christians of India except

Rev. Fr. Placid J. Podipara has ever

been given an important role to play

in the decision making process of this

Congregation.

In order to remedy this situ-

ation, those who will be called to

serve the Congregation for Oriental

Churches (from top to bottom) should

be given a prior training in Eastern

theological heritage. Nemo dat quod
non habetl Till now, many of the res-

ponsible persons were seen to be

ignorant of the Eastern heritage.

There would be no better way of

doing so than by ensuring, to the
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conviction and satisfaction of Orien-
tals especially of the Thomas Chris-
tians of India, than a vigorous follow
up on actions begun by Cardinal Mubin
till 1985. At present the general im-
pression is that delay in enforcing
the important decisions of the Holy
See is made to please the latins and
the latinised leaders of the Oriental
Churches in India. While reviving the
universal Church is a long-term job,
re-activating (he Congregation for the
Oriental Churches is not. The hard
lesson to learn is that it is better to
train leaders in the Church. We hope
that the Pope as a wise ruler will see
that no anti-oriental priest be pro-
moted to episcopacy (in the latin as
well as Oriental Churches) or to the
offices of the Roman Curia.

3) The Letter finally mentions the
diocesan Offices and centres of past-
oral guidance. Diocesan curia is the
administrative centre of the whole
diocese. Therefore those who are in
charge of the administration should
be qualified in the heritage of Eastern
Churches. Their ignorance may adve-
rsely affect the pastroal life of the
entire diocese.

Conclusion

The totality of the new policies
may transform the mood from con-
frontation and tension to reconcili-
ation and relaxed relationships in

the Catholic Church. The thrust
of management in the latinised
universal Church would now change
from perpetual “ad hocism” which
many latins preferred because it

made everything so easy to mani-
pulate, to long-term policy perspec-
tives in some key areas. Now what
as needed stands clearly: to undo the
wrong-doings of the latin Church since
many centuries. With this letter, ex-
pressing its keenness to re-instate
studies of Oriental matters in all

seminaries, universities and training
centres, a solution might be found in

the current confusion. Even if some
of the guidelines will not be digested
by the latins, it was to be expected.
The Circular Letter is the first of its

kind. The aim of the Letter is not
at issue. The issue is neither how
many latin seminaries will adopt it

nor how many latins will read it. The
important thing is that it happened
at all. The Letter is going to lead to
better relations between the different
heritages, if not immediately then
certainly in the future. It is a first

step towards breaking the deadlock
and it is a sure step towards a better
understanding between the Eastern
Churches and the latin Church. It

will also undoubtedly pave the way
for a long term policy in the area of
priestly training and catholic educa-
tion.

Thomas Vellilamthadam



St James’ Anaphora: An Ecumenical Locus

A Survey of the Origin and Development of

St. James’ Anaphora

In India and abroad Syrian

Christian communities, following the

liturgical tradition of the Jerusalem -

Antioch Liturgy of St. James, the

brother of our Lord, superpose them-

selves in one and the same territory.

They hold their allegiance and member-

ship to different theological beliefs.

And the variance in theological beliefs

too is of variant degrees. Correspond-

ing mutilation in the Syriac text of

the Liturgy is only minimum. These

Christians belong to the following

Syrian Churches: the Malankara catho-

lic, the Jacobite, the Orthodox, the

Marthomite, the Thozhiyoor, and

outside India are the Antiochene

Catholic and Orthodox Churches. All

these Churches belong to the one

Syrian church. Thus many hundreds

of thousands of Christian believers

worship God and celebrate their salva-

tion in Christ in the universal church

according to the Jerusalem-Antiochene

Liturgy of St. James.

All of the above said Christians of

different Churches of the Syrian tradi-

tion are proud of preserving and

fostering the very precious and very

antique anaphora of St. James. This

anaphora is the foundation, prototype

and mother of all the subsequent

anaphoras, which number more than

one hundred, of the Antiochene tradi-

tion, for their structure and tenor.

The Jerusalem-Antiochene origin

of St. James’ anaphora is the basis for

the numerous elements in common
with other Syriac anaphoras. From
this point of view also St. James’

anaphora is of great ecumenical

importance.

Relation with St. James

All the churches, which have

inherited the syriac tradition, acknow-

ledge that the anaphora under our

discussion took its origin, at least in

its basic structure, from St. James,

the brother of our Lord This age-old

faith and mentality of the Syriac

Church is eloquently expressed by

Bar Salibi (+1 173)

“On Wednesday, James, the brother

of the Lord, celebrated the Qurobo

(Liturgy) which has his name^ the

beginning of which being “God

and Lord of all”. And being

asked wherefrom he had taken it,

he replied, “God is living, and I

neither added nor left out any-

thing of what I heard from the

Lord. This is why this is the

primitive and first liturgy.”
1

There are a good number of Syriac

witnesses, who believe lhat the Liturgy

of James the apostle and brother of

the Lord proceeds from the very

senacle where Jesus celebrated his

Last supper with the disciples.
2 On

H. LABOURT, Dionysius Bar Salibi, Expositio Lilnrgiat (CSCO 14) Louvain,

o n?
3

’E
P1

J
3
MOUNAYER, “The Eucharistic Liturgy of the Syrian Church

-
of Antioch* inJ. MADEY (ed). The Eucharistic Liturgy of the Christian

East, Paderbom - Kottayam, 19&2, pp. 73-74.
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the lirst Wednesday after Pentecost
the Mala nkara Church celebrates the
anniversary of the First Eucharistic
Celebration by St. James. This is an
ancient practice of the Syriac Church.
The Universal Church recognizes and
teaches through the sixth and the
seventh Ecumenical Councils (Constanti-
nople ill, 680-1 and Nicea II, 787)
that James, the Brother of our Lord
himself, is the author of the anaphora
known in his name. Though the above-
quoted words of Bar Salibi shall not
be taken literally, the Greek and
Syriac writers are almost unanimous
to ascribe to the authorship of St.
James’ anaphora to James. 3

Very ancient tradition witnesses
that this James was an ardent lover
of worship and prayer. 4 He was the
first bishop ot Jerusalem 3 Certain
points seem to argue strongly for our
case. 1 he final word at Jerusalem
council was of James (Acts 15). Paul,
at his last trip to Jerusalem, was
taken by the brethren to James, in
whose presence all the elders too
gathered (Gal, 1:19; Acts 21:16-18). 6

James’ favouritism towards Jewish
Christians reflected in the New Testa-
ment epistle also could be brought
into the same line. James’ relation
with Jerusalem as its first bishop con-
firms the possibility of the Jerusalem
oiigin and foundation of the anaphora
in his name from himself.

No written document of the
original Jerusalem form of St. James’
anaphora has reached us. The earliest

manuscript available at present is of
the ninth or tenth century (and it

is of the much developed form). How-
ever, it is believed to be reflected
partially in the Mystagogical Catecheses
of St. Cyril of Jerusalem, 7 and of
Theodore of Mopsuestia,0 in the Clemen-
tine Liturgy of the Apostolic Constitu-
tion - an important document of the
fourth century, and in the sermons
of John Chrysostom. These witness to
the fact that already in the fourth
century St. James’ anaphora existed
in written form in Churches from
where these witnesses arise. The
anaphora of St. Basil (Byzantine
Liturgy) also may help to rediscover
the original Anaphora of St. James,
since St. Basil probably formulated
his Anaphora by shortening the Minor
Anaphora of St. James. The Minor
Anaphora of St. James possibly can
claim m«*re closeness to the ancient
Liturgy of Jerusalem 9 than the longer
Anaphora of St. James.

Jerusalem origin : Aramaic and Greek
Forms

Modern liturgists generally agree
to the origin of St. James’ anaphora
from Jerusalem. 10 However, the date
of its redaction is disputed, though
its apostolic origin in its constitutive
elements is beyond doubt. The New

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

Cfr. Ibid.

28; Apostolic Constitution. VII 4 4b
'
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uonsiantinople 111, Canon 32.

perfectly
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Cfr. Myst. IV, I; V, 4. 8. 9
Cfr. Homilies

, 15 and 16
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fedP'
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the Melkit* Greek Catho-

pp. 281-2.
' ’ DhY d

' Ellcharlsllc Liturgy in the Christian East,

Cfr. E. J. MOUNAYER, art. cit., p. 74
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Testament history of the first Christian

community of Jerusalem tells us that

the first Church of Jerusalem gave

birth to Syriac and Greek versions

of St. James’ anaphora. The earliest

Christian community of Jerusalem,

formed immediately after the Jerusalem

pentecost experience in the first half

of the first century, laid much emphasis

on worship (Act 2, 42). There were

very dynamic worshipping congrega-

tions. These were composed of the

Jerusalem Jewish Christians who spoke

Aramaic and the Hellenistic Christians

who spoke Greek (Act 6, 1-7). 11 By
A. D 31/32 these groups parted to

separate worship. 12 Thus already in

the beginning of the third part of

the first half of the first century the

Jerusalem church of St. James cele-

brated the Eucharistic liturgy in two

languages - Aramaic and Greek. This

must also imply some variance in

theology as is reflected in the sermon

of Stephen (Act 6,8-7,53). It resounds

in Hellenistic theology (cfr. also Acts

9,28-29).

To Antioch

The linguistic dualism in the

worship of the pre-midfirst century

Christian groups of Jerusalem Church

was providential in the development

of the Word of God and of the

Jerusalem-Liturgy of St. James. After

the martydom of Stephen (Ca A. D.

32 or 33) the Greek-Christian comm-
unity of Jerusalem was presecuted

and it scattered (Acts 8,1. 4). And

the Christians went about preaching

the Word (Acts 8,4). They preached

first in the semi-Jewish Samaria, and

then in the coastal regions of Palestine

and Phoenicia and thereafter in the

Syrian cities of Damascus and Antioch

(Ca. A. D 33 or 35) 13 (Acts 11, 19-20).

Those Messianists in Antioch soon

grew into a very strong Church. And
they preached the Christian Gospel

very boldly. The new religious message

was received both by Jews and non-

Jews (Acts 11,19-21). About this happy

eventuality Luke would say: And the

hand of the Lord was with them, and

a great number that believed turned

to the Lord” (Acts 11,21). The Church

of Antioch was universalist: consisting

of Jewish and non-Jewish converts .

The news of the growth of the Word
and the consequent development of

the Church in Antioch reached the

Jerusalem Church, headed by apostles.

Jerusalem Church sent Barnabas to

Antioch, who on his arrival marvelled

and rejoiced at the grace of the Lord,

and confirmed them to remain stead-

fast in faithfulness (Acts 11,22-23).

Barnabas’ work, replete with the Holy

Spirit, too added a great number to

the community of disciples of Jesus.

Later Barnabas and Paul lived there

for a whole year and partook in the

church gatherings and taught many

more people (Acts 11,26). Peter also

came to Antioch (Gal 2.1 H. I he uni-

versalist Church of Antioch was con-

firmed and strengthened by the chief

of the apostles and Paul and Barnabas.

To the members of the Antiochene

mixed community of the believers ot

the Lord the outsiders gave the name

“christianoi’' (Acts 11,26). This shows

that the new community was seen by

the outsiders “as a relatively indepen-

dent group over against the syna-

gogue”. 14 They forsook the tradition

11 Cfr. M. HENGEL, Between Jesus and Paul ,
London, p P‘

r
V"

1

^; ri\3’
FITZV1YEH, “Jewish Christianity in Acts in the light of Quinra" b"ol>?'

in L. KECK - MAKTYK(eds), Studies in Lukc-Acls, London, Uh8, p. -J7.

12. Cfr. M. HENKEL, op. cit., pp. 42, 51-55

13. Cfr. M. HENGEL, op. cit., pp. 16-17, 42

14. M. HENGEL, op. cit., p. 43
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of sabbath observance and began obser-
ving ‘the Lord’s day’’. 15 The identi-
fication Christanoi’’ sheds light also
on t lie character of the worship of
this new community. The allegation
of cambalism also goes hand in hand
with the new name. The “christianoi’’
received the Body and Blood of Christ
in worship. Besides, the new name
contains also the idea that they are
a community that worshipped under
the leadership of bishop, because with-
out a bishop there is no worship. 16

It needs no high imaginative power
to assume that the form of the
communal worship of the original
Antiochene Christianoi could nothing
but be what their founders inherited
and took with them from Jerusalem,
though contextual improvements by
adaptation are not impossible. Natur-
ally, it must be the Greek version of
the original Jerusalem form that served
as the foundation. But to dream of
loo much difference between the
Jerusalem Syriac and Greek formsmay console only the dreamer!

Is it possible to assume that
around the middle of the first century
itself there existed in Antioch a
dehnite form of worship? A positive
answer seems quite reasonable. The
earliest written document about the
Lucharist is that of Paul (l Cor 11,

21-

26). The Pauline Formula is

Antiochene. 17 The Lucan form too is

similar to the Pauline (though there
are linguistic differences) and is

Antiochene. Luke’s familiarity with
the Antiochene Church corroborates
this case (Acts 1 1.19,13.1-3; 15 1-5,

22-

35). Both the authors have taken
the formula that was used in the
Antiochene liturgical tradition. All
the while the Lucan form contains a
tradition more primitive than the
pauline 18 and to allot priority to
the tradition behind Mark or Luke is

a difficult task, though the needle
swings more towards Luke. 19 Luke’s
special presentation of the Eucharistic
narration as Jesus’ Last Meal and its

characterization as the Pasch and the
Hebraism of the language may indicate
the Jerusalem origin of the tradition,
because “there is no reason why tra-
dition should not go back to the
Jewish -Christian community of the
first years, when the expectation of
the kingdom was high”. 20 The incen-
sing of which Luke speaks (in Lk 1,
5-10) also could be an element of the
Antiochene primitive Christian worship
which itself must come from the
proto -Christian worship of the
Jewish-Christians of the first years.
The prayer of the veil (susopo) and
depiction of the Holy Spirit in

,5
'
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the prayer of Epiclcsis of the anaphora
of St. James in combined typologies
and combined allusions to scriptural
texts, a mosaic of O.T. and N.T.
expressions and allusions, are typically
in the Hebrew techniaue of the
Qumran Hodayot (psalms)* 1

. And the
most striking note about this style is

that it is a speciality of Luke’s
language among the New Testament
authors. This mosaic style also is

another pointer to the early existence
of a definite developed form of the
Eucharistic liturgy in the Antiochene
church and that itself after the manner
of the Jewish Christian tradition of

the first years. As in Jerusalem, in

Antioch also, the liturgy was celebra-
ted on the Lord’s day (Sunday) in the
sanctuary in the leadership of bishop
and with the co-operation of the
priest’s congregation and with the
assistance of deacons22

. In the first

century itself there existed in Antioch
the anaphora of St. James in a definite

form with the fundamentals and some
prayers which were carried on to and
developed in the subsequent reactions.

The Antiochene Church is basica-

lly and originally continuation and
extension of the Jerusalem Church.
Hellenist Christians from Jerusalem
laid the foundation of the Antiochene
Church. They transplanted a Greek
form of the original Jerusalem worship
probably with contextual modifica-

tions. The universalist theology of the

Antiochene Church must have
influenced the Antiochene form during
its course of practice and development.
Still, the Antiochene form too

preserved the original Jerusalem
flavour and tenour. Since the original
sources by place and person are the
same, similarities between the Aramic
form in Jerusalem and the Greek
form in Antioch must be probably
more dominant than are elements of

dissimilarities between the two23
. The

Antiochene development of the
Jerusalem St. James Liturgy scored
it another name “The Antiochene
order”. Today, normally the designa-

tion ‘Antiochene Liturgy’ is taken to

mean the form of the Liturgical

order as developed by the Monophysi-
tes (anti-chalcedomans). St. James
Anaphora, born in Jerusalem, brought
to, brought up and shaped in Antioch,

is rightly called the Jerusalem-Antioch
Liturgy of St James.

Pre-Chalcedonlan Development of Syriac

and Greek forms

We have already seen that

Aramaic and Greek forms of the
worship took their shape in the

Jerusalem Christian communities of

the first years. 1'he Greek form was
transplanted to Antioch. Hie Aramic
form continued to exist in Jerusalem
till Jerusalem also shifted on to Greek
in Liturgy also. When did it happen?
Historians differ. Can we connect it

with the changes after the fall of

Jerusalem? Some Historians suggest

the end of the third portion of the

second century as the possible period,

Egeria witnesses that already in the

beginning of the fifth century (between
414-416) the Liturgy was celebrated

in Greek in Jerusalem. 25 This Greek

21. Clr. H. R1NGGREN, “Luke’s use of the Old Testament; I1TR 79:1-3 (1986).

pp. 227-235, esp. pp. 228-234.

22. Cfr. IGNATIUS OF Antioch, Maqnasians, 2; 6,1; 9,1; 13,1; Trail. 2,1-3; 3,1,

7,1; Philadelphia 4; Smyrna 6,3; 7,1; 8,12.

23. Take note of the Judaeo-Chnstian style in the letters of St. Ignatius of

Antioch.
24. Bring to mind also the opinion that the Gospel according to Matthew was

originally written in Aramaic and afterwards it was converted into koine

Greek.
25. Between A. D. 414-416 Egeria made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
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of sabbath observance and began obser-
ving the Lord's day'’. 15 The identi-
fication Christanoi*’ sheds light also
°n the character of the worship of
this new community. The allegation
ol canibalism also goes hand in hand
wiLh the new name. The “christianoi’'
received the Body and Blood of Christ
in worship. Besides, the new name
contains also the idea that they are
a community that worshipped under
the leadership of bishop, because with-
out a bishop there is no worship. 16

It needs no high imaginative power
to assume that the form of the
communal worship of the original
Antiochene Christianoi could nothing
but be what their founders inherited
and took with them from Jerusalem,
though contextual improvements by
adaptation are not impossible. Natur-
ally, it must be the Greek version of
the original Jerusalem form that served
as the foundation. But to dream of
too much difference between the
Jerusalem Syriac and Greek formsmay console only the dreamer!
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around he middle of the first century
itself there existed in Antioch a
definite form of worship? A positive
answer seems quite reasonable. The
arliest written document about the
Lucharist is that of Paul (l Cor 11,
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26). The Pauline Formula is

Antiochene. 17 The Lucan form too is

similar to the Pauline (though there
are linguistic differences) and is

Antiochene. Luke’s familiarity with
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35). Both the authors have taken
the formula that was used in the
Antiochene liturgical tradition. All
the while the Lucan form contains a
tradition more primitive than the
pauline 18 and to allot priority to
the tradition behind Mark or Luke is

a difficult task, though the needle
swings more towards Luke. 19 Luke’s
special presentation of the Eucharistic
narration as Jesus’ Last Meal and its

characterization as the Pasch and the
Hebraism of the language may indicate
the Jerusalem origin of the tradition,
because “there is no reason why tra-
dition should not go back to the
Jewish -Christian community of the
first years, when the expectation of
the kingdom was high”. 20 The incen-
sing of which Luke speaks (in Lk 1,
5-10) also could be an element of the
Antiochene primitive Christian worship
which itself must come from the
proto -Christian worship of the
Jewish-Christians of the first years.
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main liturgical text only in the Syrian
Churches of the post-Chalcedonian
Antiochene Liturgical tradition.

The pre-Chalcedonian development
of St James’ Anaphora is a long
history. Horn in Syriac (Aramic) in

the very soil of Jesus’ death and
Resurrection and the First Pentecost
was soon converted into Greek,
travelled to Antioch, returned to
Jerusalem in still more developed
shape and finally converted again
into the language of origin. Before
Chalcedon the Syriac versions origi-
nated in Jerusalem. St James'
Jerusalem-Antioch anaphora reached
many other countries and Churches
through linguistic versions and
formulations and redactions of different
liturgies.

Post-Chalcedonian Development in the

Antiochene Churches

Eventually the Chalcedon Synod
(451) divided the Antiochene Church
in the first stage into two: theMelkites
and the Aeephaloi (non-Chalcedonians).
Those who accorded to the synod were
the Melkites (meaning, those who
stood with the king). They were the
Orthodox (true fail h) Christians. 29

Hie non-Chalcedonians gradually .were
unified as the “Jacobites”, and still

later also renowned as the Syrian
Church of Antioch.

The Melkites (Orthodox) inhabited
mainly in cities with Greek as the
official language. And Gre^k continued
to be their language of worship Their
Patriarch resided in Antioch. They
continued to use the anaphora of

St James. Later on they went closer

to the Byzantine traditions and
adopted the Byzantine Liturgy, which
itself was born in Antioch and was
shaped there or elsewhere before it

was brought to Byzantium. 30 The
Liturgy of the Word of the Melkite

Greek Church of the present is of

Antiochene origin. 31 Many of their

later anaphoras are common with the

Syrian Antiochene tradition.

The Liturgy of the Maronite

Church, an off-shoot of the Chal-

cedonians was originally St James’;

but later adopted Sa&r (very close to

Addai-Mari anaphora). However the

Maronite liturgy is attached to the

Syrian Antiochene by “its ritual

structure, the literary genius of its

prayers, the patristic patrimony etc.’’
32

It is the Syrian Church of Antioch

that contributed substantially to the

latest developments to the Jerusalem-

Antioch anaphora of St James, as

they alone continued it fully after

the division and growth of the

Antiochene Church into three in the

second stage, in the post-Chalcedonian

era. The present West Syriac forms

of the anaphora of St James are due

to the works of the Jacobite fathers

of subsequent centuries. The Jacobites

of Antioch lived mostly in villages

with Syriac as the languages of conver-

sation. Syriac was taken also for the

language of their liturgy. Mar Yaqob
Burdana is said to have made in the

sixth century the first Syriac trans-

lation of the complete Antiochene

Greek text of the anaphora of St James.

Thus in Antioch itself is born the

Syriac version of the Jerusalem-

Antioch Liturgy. Naturally the Syrians

29. It is a funny turn in the history of the term “Orth odox” that it is taken

up also by non-Chalcednnian churches.

30. Cfr. L. BOUYER, Eucharistic , theologie et spiritualite de la priere eucharistique

Paris 1966, p 142.

31. Cfr. E. SKAF art.cil., p.279
32. E. KHOURY, ‘ Genesis and development of the Maronite Divine Liturgy’

in J. MADEY (ed), op. cit., pp. 101-131,103,
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form might most probably be the
Anliochene Greek form which possibly
entered Jerusaclm after the Fall of
Jerusalem in A.D. 72, wilh local and
contextual modifications. Egeria goes
on to report that during the Liturgy
the prayers of the Liturgy" and
bishop’s homily during the liturgy
were translated into Syriac in order
that the common people may under-
stand. And this practice of Syriac
translation during the Liturgy itself
might have helped the formation of
an eventual Jerusalem. Syriac version
of the Antiochene Greek order of
St James anaphora. 26

Before Chalcedonian problems
arose the Anaphora of St James went
through a five-stage development:
The original Jerusalem Aramaic form,
the original Jerusalem Greek version;
the original Antiochene Greek form
in Antioch; the Jerusalem version
of the Antiochene Greek form and
lastly its Jerusalem syriac version.
The modern Greek form of the anaphora
could be at the fourth sLage.

From Antioch to other Churches and
various versions

After the Fall of Jerusalem
Antioch took the place of Jerusalem
as regards the Christian movement.
It became the Christian centre and
the missionary centre. Antioch enjoyed
control of the missionary work in
Palestine. Syria, Asia Minor and
Mesopotamia. Naturally, the mission-
aries took the Jerusalem- Antioch
Liturgy to the missions. This is the

tradition we find throughout the
history of missions. The Jerusalem-
Antioch Liturgy seems to have helped
the neighbouring Churches in two
ways with regard to formation of
their liturgies. Some adopted and
adapted the anaphora of St James.
Others formed their own Liturgies
depending on or inspired by the
Jerusalem-Antioch Liturgy of St.
James. Intensity of imitation and
dependence varied. But influence of
the Jerusalem - Antioch liturgy in the
formation of the ancient liturgies of
the East is a plausible historical
truth. The privileged position of the
Jerusalem. - Antioch liturgy of St
James, ie., its provenance from St
James and Jerusalem and Antioch’s
ecclesiastical and political prominence
in the whole of Oriens27 could be
adduced as factors which acclerated
the recognition and influence of the
Jerusalem - Antioch Liturgy in the
ancient liturgies of the Christian East.
The Churches in Palestine, Syria.
Georgia, Armenia, Gieece and Egypt
used St James anaphora. Constanti-
nople and the Greek church of
Jerusalem followed it till the fifth
and twelfth centuries respectively.
Even today on October 23, the Greek
Catholic Melkite Churches in Jerusalem,
Cyprus and Zante use the liturgy of
St James the Minor28

. In the sixth
century the Greek anaphora of St
James was translated into Ethiopean
and in the seventh century, with
Slavonic (Russian) and Armenian. At
present these translations are not
used in the respective Churches.
Presently St James anaphora is the

26.

27.

28 .
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Ecumenical Strategies of the

Malankara Catholic Church

We live in an age of pluralism in
which there is nevertheless a wide-
spread and sincere desire for mutual
understanding, coupled with a real
thirst for universality. The Christian
ecumenical movement is a prime ex-
ample of this general trend towards
a global perspective and an important
one for the shaping of the future. The
ecumenical movement is now in the
process of being widened and deepened
into what is sometimes called “the
wider ecumenism” or “the ecumenism
of the world religions” (Hans Rung).

Avery Dulles, in his treatises on
the Church, 1 has presented various
models for the Church and prescribed
ecumenical strategies in a pluralistic
age. In relation to the actual religious
situation, ecumenism might take as
its proximate goal the achievement

of a heterogeneous community of wit-

nessing dialogue. Such heterogeneous

communities might be modelled on
friendship rather than on the spiritual

family and might be established among
groups of Christians whose ideas they

could not mutually share.

It should be acknowledged that

every Christian tradition contains in-

sights of potential value for the rest.

In this sense the existence of multi-

ple autonomous traditions has been,

providentially, a means of preserving

pluralism at a time when there might

have been too little tolerance for

differences in any one organizational

church. It would be most unfortunate

if the ecumenical imperative meant
that the separate traditions had noth-

ing better than to “die” for the sake

of Christian unity. Today, however.

the original theological wealth of the

Jerusalem - Antioch anaphora it would
be a unique contribution towards the

cause of ecumenism. They could even

attempt at re- constructing the funda-

mentals of the original form of St.

James anaphora - a very difficult task'

perhaps even impossible. But that will

surely help them get nearer to the

apostolic era. A project of restoring

the Syrian Lturgy according to the

norms of the Syrian Fathers 35
is

another desirable ecumenical field in-

viting especially these Syrian Christians.

Kurian Valuparampil

1. Models of the Church (Image Books, New york, 197ft); The Resilient Church

(Doubleday & Co., New york, 1977); The Catholicity of the Church (Clarendon,

Oxford, 1985).

35. G. KHOURI-SARKIS, L Orient Syrien , vol. 9 (1964), pp. 409-442 and vol. 10

(1965), pp. 1-40 presents such a project.
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inserted new dogmatic elements in-
fluenced by the Christological contro-
versies ° f the time and group (e g.tne Irisagion as addressed to Christ
changed from its original theological
stance.) Mar Burdana s translation was
unsatisfactory, it was not faithful tothe ..reek original. Mar Yaqol, ofEdessa (640-708) revised the Syriac
version with the help of Greek texts.
Afterwards renowned Syriac scholars
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lii the second half of tu a
seventeenth century the Antiochene

Syrian Liturgy was introduced in
India a providential consequence of
the Portuguese Missionary work in
India- through Antiochene Jacobite
prelates. From 1751 on the abridged
form of the Antiochene Syrian
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history, inherited one of the most
ancient liturgies and came to comm-
union with the Catholic Church as an
individual Church with all its prero-
gatives and obligations. It has indeed
to be seen as a denomination of the
Christian Church with its own liturgy,
customs, traditions and structure,
most of which it shares with its sister
Malankara Churches.

If the Koonan Cross oath of 1653,
by which a section of the Syrian Church
broke off from the Roman communion,
was a revolt against the Western
Church’s refusal to recognize the iden-
tity and individuality of the Malankara
Church, the historic ‘"reunion” of 1930
was, to a certain extent, the retrieval
of that due recognition. The signifi-

cant element in the “reunion” is the
coming together in unity of the sepa-
rated Christian churches. According
to the ecumenical thinking of our
day, ihe mutual relationship among
the churches is more important than
the return ot individual separated
brethren into the Catholic Church.
The ministerial role of the Malankara
Catholic Church, therefore, consists
in serving as a link and a bridge
between the Churches.

It is noteworthy that, in his

address to the members of this church
during his visit to Trivandrum on
February 8, 1986 Pope Johfi Paul II

said: ‘‘Today I wish to encourage you
in your faith, in your fidelity to your
ancient traditions, in your sincere
efforts to promote fraternal relations

with your brothers and sisters of the
Jacobite and Orthodox Churches, and
other ecclesial communions.” 5

Communion with the Catholic chu-
rch was, in fact, initiated by the Re-
union movement”, but it is incomplete
in more than one sense. The liabilities

of the Malankara Catholic Church are:

1. It lacks the patriarchal form of
government prevalent in the Eastern
Churches. It has, therefore, to strive
towards obtaining at least a Catholicos
or a major archbishop as its common
head.

2. It lacks a proper code of canon
law and constitution of its own. Its

present structure is not different from
that of the Latin (Roman) Church.

3. It has not been able to evolve
a theology or spirituality based on its

ancient traditions nor train its clergy
along the same lines. It is hoped that
the opening of the Malankara Catholic
Theological Seminary will remedy this

disability to some extent. We may
also legitimately hope that the
present leadership of the Malankara
Catholic Church will find the same
“wisdom and sensitivity to the cause
of Christian unily” in the pn sent
Pope as Mar Ivanios found in Pope
Pius XI. 6

On the credit side, the Malankara
Catholic Church steadfastly clung to

the most venerable and sublime of

Oriental liturgies it has inherited by
divine providence -a liturgy which
provides a living link with the ante-
Nicene Church and even the Apostolic

Cell in Jerusalem and one which is

also beautifully adapted to the

Eucharistic devotion of Indian wor-
shippers. This Church, therefore,

having jealously preserved its West
Syrian liturgy and many of the

Antiochene traditions, which have

since been contextualized in the course

of three centuries, is in a more
advantageous position to act as a

catalyst in the Indian Context. Along
with other Malankara Churches, it

rejected latinization during the

European missionary thrust, but in

order to assert its credibility with its

brethren of the separated Churches,

5. OR IG1NS, NC Documentary Service, February 20, 1986 (Vol. 15, no. 36), p. 591

6. ibid.
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there is an increasing agreement that
the (inly worthwhile unity will be onewhich gathers up all the enriching
diveristy of the varying Christian tra-
ditions. Instead of striving after uni-formity, the Church should constantly
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The Thomas Christians
Judaeo - Budhist - Hindu - Christians ?

Often in books on the Thomas
Christians in India one may find
remarks that they were converted
from Hinduism and that they are
Hindu Christians. A few have partly
challenged this hypothesis and asserted
that they were predominantly not
Hindu Christians but Judaeo-Chris-
tians. It appears that one of the
influential sections of the St. Thomas
Christians in India was Budhist con-
verts.

It is difficult to testify regarding
the religion of the early inhabitants
of Kerala. It might have been a kind
of nature worship as one finds even
today among the tribals in Kerala. In
a subsequent period one finds the
religion of the Dravidians, which is

very close to the worship of the early
inhabitants of Mexico, and Egypt. In
a later period Hinduism spread.

The period immediately before
Christ, one finds a rapid spread of
Budhism in Kerala. According to some,
Budhism found adherents among the
family of the Perumals, the rulers of
Ch«*ra (Kerala). Cranganore (Kodungal-
loor) was the most important centre
of Kerala life. It had a port and it

was the meeting point between East
and West, between China and West
Asia and even Europe. It was the
cultural and commercial centre.
Trikkanamat ilakam, a few kilometres
west of Irinjalakuda, and Sabarimala
regions (Nilackal) were the most
important Budhist centres. When large
number of the inhabitants of Kerala
became Budhists, there arose conflicts
between Hindus and Budhists. Gradu-
ally, Budhists lost some of their

centres and they became a minority,
^ome of them migrated to Srilanka
tLevIon). Thus Sabarimala, a Budhist
centre in central Kerala came under
the control of the Hindus. Those
Budhists who returned to Hinduism
continued to visit the shrine at
Sabarimala, their former Budhist
centre. Even today there are evident
signs to demonstrate that Sabarimala
was a Budhist centre — the recital of
Saranam: the devotees of the Sabari-
mala Pratishta recite continuously
throughout their journey “swamiye,
sarana Ayyappa”, “Saranam” is typi-
cally a Budhist feature: “Sangam
saranam gacli&nii, satyam dharmam
saranam gachami, Budham saranam
gaehami.”

When Christianity reached Kerala
in 52 A D. many of the people who
were under Budhist influ. nce-Ahimsa,
human fraternity etc . -and who were
persecuted by the Hindus, accepted
the new religion, which, according to
them, perfected their religious senti-
ments.

The Christians were known in
Kerala as ‘Margakk&r ’ and “Marga-
wisikal”. The word used for the
process of Christianisation was
“Margam kuduka”. “Margam” is a
typical Budhist expression. Budhism
has “ashtamargam”. “Margam” is

“way” and is in Christian tradition
biblicallv based (Acts 9:2).

Until recently in certain parts of
Kerala the Christians were ridiculed
as “Raudhanmar” (Budhists). The
Christians used to call the non-Christi-
ans Ajn a likaj. This expression has found
place even in the liturgical books.
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Judged to be disproportionate in quantity in relation to thewho e theologma! programme, while elsewhere it is so inadequate as not to
luini the genuine concept of ecumenical formation. Hence there have arisen
misunderstandings and at times even misinterpretations, of the Ecumenical

ory Part H ( 1970 ) , which could lead also to some confusion in the realm
or doctrine.

4. As regards the application of the norms of the Ecumenical Directory con-
cerning the teaching of ecumenism in Theological Faculties, it should be noted

JiQ7o\
Wlth 1

.

promulgation of the Apostolic Constitution Sapienlia Christiana
U-J/J , a new situation has arisen, different from that which existed when the
Directory was published. The new Constitution provides for three Cycles in the
curriculum of Theological Faculties, whereas the Ecumenical Directory referred
to t lie two Cycles required by the previous Constitution, Deus Scienliarum
Donunus. Consequently, the Directory divided the students of the Theological
faculties into only two categories, namely those who had already completed
tne theolog^a 1 formation required in the Cycle for the Licentiate (a fortiori

J

n
.
ba

J;
*or

.

e Doctorate) and those who had not obtained academic degrees
tcf. Ecumenical Directory

, 11, n. 83). Since students are now divided into three
ca egories, according to the three Cycles of the Faculties, it lias become
necessary to apply the norms of the Ecumenical Directory more precisely to this
new situation. It is a matter, then, of making these norms more precise and
of complement ing them.

5. For all these reasons, the Secretariat for promoting Christian Unity, after
clue consultation with the Congreg tiun for the Doctrine of the Faith and

e Congregation for Catholic Education, is now writing to all Episcopal Con-
ferences to give some precise indications regarding ecumenical teaching. What
is said here of theological Faculties applies also mulatis mutandi

, to Seminaries
and other Centres which, although not Faculties, offer theological teaching,
since this should clearly be in full harmony with the aims of the ecumenical

I. Formation in Ecumenism

6.

Normal theological teaching by Catholic professors and teachers in
Catholic Theological Institutions should take full account of the ecumenical
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Communities should offer in advance to those
logical Faculties, Seminaries, Institutes or
synopsis of the teaching they are to give.

in charge of the Catholic Theo-
Schools of Theology a suitable

e) Where necessary, Catholic Institutions will organize seminars or courses
° P

U
* i

1^’ 0 contex t tdie teaching given by lecturers from other Churches or
ecclesial Communities.

III. Ecumenical formation, A gradual process

formation, ecumenical formation must involve a gradual
process, this principle of graduality” finds its clearest application in the
present three-cycle structure of the academic theological curriculum. Conse-
quently, in view of what has been said in no. 4 above, the courses given by
lecturers from other Churches or ecclesial Communities, will find their proper
place in the Second and Third Cycles of Faculties. In these Cycles lectures from
other Churches or ecclesial Communities can give teaching of an historical
and expository character, as for instance concerning the “status”, the credal
statements, the structures of their Church or ecclesial Community, its position
in the ecumenical movement and in the World Council of Churches.

12. Since the purpose of the First Cycle of Faculties is to offer an organic
and complete exposition of Catholic doctrine (cf. Apostolic Constitution Sapien-
tia Christiana, art. 72a), in this Cycle, as also in theological courses at non-
academic level (Seminaries ,

Religious Houses of Study), lecturers from other
Churches and ecclesial Communities will not be asked to give systematic or
formative courses. But in this cycle courses of a technical nature can be
entrusted to such teachers, as, for example, languages, communications media,
religious sociology, etc. in accordance with the provisions made by the Bishop
or the Episcopal Conference (cf. Ecumenical Directory, II, nn 84, 92).

13. It will be the responsibility of the Theological Centre or Institute
to make a report to the local Ordinary or to the Grand Chancellor of the
University concerning courses given by members of other Churches and ecclesial
Communities.

Conclusion

14.

We are grateful to bishops, who, we are sure, will give attention to
this important aspect of a complete theological formation, so that through a
truly balanced formation, students may be well grounded in their own faith,
open to dialogue and, as we hope, may become builders of unity.
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in the West 17 pages; 3) the Byzantine
‘ K\f70nf inn i 1, An)...-,.. nrt .\

Each volume has in the beginning a very detailed “table of contents”bomg through the contents itself one gets almost a whole and detailed picture
ot the subjects treated in the volumes. Then there is a bibliographv in each

* 1

° u
6

'

,

The bibll08ra Phy is according to topics and places and themes. But
the book does not give references to statements and the presentation is
popular. It does in no way diminish the value of the volumes published
in the famous CSCO.

Chretiens Syrlaques sous les Abbassldes surtout a Baghdad (749 1258), by Jean
Maurice Fiey, Louvain, Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium,
1980, vol. 420, Subsidia tomus 59. pp. XXII -301.

The Arab as well as the Islamic world was dominated for more than
five hundred years by a dynasty which descended from Mohamet’s uncle, Abbas.
Hence its name: The Abbassids. Under the reign of the second caliph,
Al-Man^ur, Baghdad, originally known as The City of Peace, was founded. It

remained the brilliant capital of the dynasty till the Mongoals conquered it

in 1758.

Christianity in Baghdad and in Mesopotamia for that matter, the terri-
tory of which mostly corresponds to that of modern Iraq, was represented by
the two Syriac Churches, the Nestorian or East~Syrian, and the Jacobite or
West- Syrian. There was also a small number of Melkites, who were Byzantines
from the Levant.

Father J. M. Fiey, the learned French Dominican from Beirut, has not
only put to use all the Syriac, i. e. Christian, sources available, but also the
Arabic material, above all the Muslim historians and geographers. It enables
him to provide his reader with a graphic picture of the whole Abbassid period
caliph bv caliph, but focussed on the relations between that Muslim power
and the local Christians. For, as the subtile has it, the author speaks mostly
of the situation of the Christians in Baghdad itself. It necessarily includes
portraits of all the East-Syrian catholicos, whose see was also in the city and
whose pontificates corresponded to the successive caliphs, in fact 36 catholicos
against 37 Muslim rulers. The Jacobite primates (maphrians), though rarely
found in Baghdad, are not neglected either.

The treatment meted out to Christians, the dimmi, under the Abbassids
depended on a number of circumstances. The most important can be listed

as follows: the influence of the Christian physicians, mostly East-Syrian, at

court, whose presence at the caliph’s side goes back to the second ruler,

Al-Mansur (754-775), and lasts almost till the capture of Baghdad by the

G. Chediath
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mediaeval attitude”: There is only one Rite in the Church, and the UniversalChurch means the Latin Church !

1. International Syriac Conference at SEERI, Kottayam, India

An International Syriac Conference was held at SEERI, Kottayam,
India from 7 to 12 September 1987. It was the first of its kind conducted in

+
(St. Ephrems Ecumenical Research Institute) was founded on

14th Sept. 1985.

Many experts in Syriac Language, literature, history and Syriac Christian
ieri age from Britain, Europe, U.S. Australia, Iraq, Lebanon and India presented
scnolarly papers in the Conference. Among the participants there were priests,
men and women religious and lay people. The talks, discussion, informal shar-
ing and living together enabled both the speakers and the participants to
snare their ideas and experiences, appreciate and deepen various Christian
heritages. It was a unique chance for all to discover and appreciate the
values hidden in various strains of the Syriac heritage. Many hold in high
esteem only the Latin heritage and despise everything Eastern and Syriac.
Ihe main reason is ignorance and lack of contact with the Syriac and Eastern
heritages. Knowledge of Syriac is a conditio sine qua non to delve deep into
these treasures. This conference was an eye opener and a humble but bold
attempt One cannot claim to be a true heir of the Syriac heritage if he is

ignorant of its riches: one who is ignorant cannot appreciate its beauty and
vitality; one who fails to appreciate and love it will automatically despise it
and embrace the Latin heritage.

2. One-Day Seminar at Paurastya Vldyapitham, Kottayam, India

Under the joint auspices of Paurastya Vidyapitham and St. Thomas
Apostolic Seminary, Kottayam, India, a one-day seminar was conducted on
31st October, 1987 The topics chosen for discussion were: (i) the Circular
letter concerning studies of the Oriental Churches in Faculties, issued by the
Congregation for Catholic Education on January 5th, 1987; (ii) the letter of
Pope John Paul 11 to Ihe Bishops of India on May 28th, 1987 concerning the
Latin-Orienlal relations.

Dr. Vellanickal, the President of the Paurastya Vidyapitham introduced
the Circular Letter to the audience. The letter asks the Faculties to introduce
studies of the Eastern Churches into the curriculum. The Church of Christ
has two lungs - Eastern and Western. Dr. Vellanickal remarked that the
letter means by the Eastern tradition, mostly the Greek Tradition. But there
is another equally important Eastern Tradition, namely the Syriac Oriental
tradition, the tradition of the "lesser Eastern Churches.” It is the duty of
Paurastya Vidyapitham and the Eastern Svriac Churches in India to learn
this tradition, appreciate explain and propagate it.

Church is a Communion of Churches. All the Churches are of equal im-
portance. One is not superior to the other. This truth has to be admitted as
the basic piinciple of just solution to the Latin - Oriental situation in India -

said Dr. Koodapuzha, Vice-president of Paurastya Vidyapitham. The letter of

the Pope is a move in this direction and he praised the Pope for taking this
bold step. He deplored the negative reaction expressed from different quar-
ters of the Latin Church in India. Delaying to obey and implement the
directives of the Holy See is n >thing but disobedience to the Holy See. Pope
has asked to educate priests, religious and the faithful so that they may accept
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